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A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

As most other cover collectors did, I started out as a stamp collector. It did not take long for stamps 
to begin boring me and for covers to start interesting me -- specifically first day covers.

However, having the exact same first day covers of United States new issues as others in my stamp 
club was not satisfying, so I began to collect other commercially used covers from the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. I have always liked trains, so it seems natural in looking back, that I began 
collecting railway markings.

When I was a kid in the 1950’s and 1960’s, classic railway markings (1838-1860) had been seriously 
collected for decades. However, RPOs were considered contemptuously and suitable for collecting by 
kids only. When I was about twelve years old, I decided that when I grew up, I would build the finest 
collection of railway markings for 1860 and forward that had ever been formed. Several serious collec-
tors of railway markings were interested in cataloging them; that didn’t interest me. I wanted to own 
them.

The covers in this auction are the result. 

Most of my contemporaries collected only one state or part of a state. I collect all the states. Several 
my contemporaries who were comfortable financially were not willing to spend to acquire the covers. 
As a result, the competition I found building this collection was less that it might have been.

Daniel R. Seigle
3/2020

The Daniel R. Seigle Collection of Transportation 
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The Daniel R. Seigle ColleCTion of TRanSpoRTaTion 
paCkeTS/inlanD WaTeRWay CoveRS 

1  
1   1851 Letter Detailing Cross-Country Journey by Waterway, folded letter with a red June 9 Jersey City, N.J. 

c.d.s. and matching “10” rate on a three-page folded letter to Potosi, Mo.; letter is a marvelous account of a trip 
from St. Louis to New York via Steamer and Canal Boat with plenty of details, ranging from an onboard cholera 
outbreak to terrible food and overcrowded accommodations, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

2  
2  ) Steamer MARY, John Quill, Master, Alabama River, Apr 18 1880, nice strike of a blue sawtoothed oval 

on a 1¢ postal card (UX5) canceled with a mostly clear Apr 17 SELMA & MOBILE RIV. AGT. quartered cork 
duplex; to Selma, Ala. with an Apr 19 receiving c.d.s. at the left; slight abrasions and spindle hole at the right, 
Very Fine.  A rare combination.   Estimate $150 - 200 

3  
3  )  “Route 7505, June 13 ‘71”, manuscript postmark on a small mourning cover franked with a pen-

canceled 3¢ green (147); opening tear along left edge, Fine; includes original letter datelined Heckatoo, Ark.  
Route 7505 ran between Memphis, Tenn. and Pine Bluff, Ark.    Estimate $200 - 300
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4                                                                          5 

4  ) W & C. RIVER RT., mostly clear Dec 13 c.d.s. with a target-canceled, slightly faulty 3¢ green (158) on a 
Wilmington, N.C. Commission Merchant’s corner card cover to Harrington, N.C.; reduced a bit at the right, F.-
V.F., Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle H-25-a, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

5  ) W.& F. RIVER RT., N.C., clear c.d.s., Sep 2, 1879, with a fancy Maltese cross tying a 3¢ green (184) on a 
Wilmington corner card cover to Harrington, N.C.; reduced somewhat at the right, Fine.  “W & F” is Wilmington 
& Fayetteville.  Towle H-25-a, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
6                                                                      7

6  ) [Packet Cover], [Chesapeake Bay] BALT. & FREEPORT, AGT., mostly clear c.d.s., Aug 5 (1878) on a 3¢ 
green entire (U159) with a quartered cork cancel; original letter datelined Point Pleasant, Va., to Yalesville, Ct.; 
reduced slightly at the left, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

7  ) THE D. & PORTL’D AGT., mostly clear May 21 c.d.s. on a small marvelous cover franked with a 1¢ gray 
blue (206) tied by one of two strikes of “Hood River, Wasco County, Oregon, May 21 1880” double-lined c.d.s. 
duplexed with a fancy five-point star; addressed locally to Hood River with several “MISSENT” handstamps on 
the front and back and five additional strikes of the steamboat c.d.s. on the back. The black “mourning” border 
was added by hand in pencil; reduced slightly at the right, F.-V.F. Towle V-9-a, RF IV.   Estimate $250 - 350

    
8                                                                      9

8  ) O.S.N. CO. DALLES (Oregon Steam Navigation Co.), bold Aug 11 oval on a clean cover addressed 
to the company’s Chief Engineer in Portland; couple small opening tears at top, otherwise  
Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350

9  ) Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Co., a gorgeous illustrated advertising cover featuring a large steamer 
with a “D & C” logo beside a frog in the foreground franked with a 2¢ carmine (634) tied by a Buffalo, N.Y. 
duplex, Sep 3, 1930; the back features a Map of the Great Lakes and showing the D & C routes from Detroit to 
Chicago, Cleveland & Buffalo, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200
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10                                                                   11 

10  ) Detroit & Cleveland Steam Navigation Co., an impressive illustrated advertising cover featuring a 
large steamer in a stormy sea with the legend “Lake Huron/ Lake Erie” and corner imprint “Str. City 
of Mackinac, Foot of Wayne St.”, franked with a 2¢ red brown (210) tied by a clear Detroit “2” duplex 
handstamp, Aug 18, 1885, to Pierce, O. and backstamped at Cleveland the next day, reduced slightly at the 
right, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

11  ) Detroit & Cleveland Steam Navigation Co., a very attractive illustrated advertising cover 
featuring a large steamer in an ornate frame with a “D & C” logo franked with a 2¢ carmine (267) 
tied by a Detroit duplex, Apr 26, 1896, locally addressed to Detroit and backstamped the next day,  
Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
12                                                                13

12  ) Detroit & Cleveland Steam Navigation Co., a very attractive illustrated advertising cover featuring 
a large steamer in an ornate frame with a “D & C” logo franked with a 2¢ red (267) canceled 
with a clear Detroit Barry machine cancel, Jun 16, 1896, addressed locally and backstamped the  
same day, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

13  ) Detroit & Cleveland Steamboat Line., D. Carter, Agent; a pretty corner card cover franked with a nice 
2¢ black, F grill (93) tied by a Jul 24 Detroit duplex and by a “Returned to Writer” oval handstamp, addressed 
locally, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
14                                                                   15 

14  ) Detroit and Cleveland Navigation Co., Detroit & Buffalo Line/Cleveland & Toledo Line, a marvelous 
illustrated advertising cover featuring 11 Great Lakes steamers, franked with a 3¢ carmine Schermack 
(409) tied by a Detroit machine cancel, Jun 19, 1914, to Indianapolis, Ind. and redirected to Wellsville, Mo. with 
a Jun 20 Indianapolis duplex; reduced just a tad at the right, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

15  ) Detroit, Belle Isle & Windsor Ferry Co., a pretty illustrated advertising cover featuring a large Ferry Boat 
underway, franked with a 2¢ red (279B) tied by a Detroit machine cancel, Jan 18, 1902, to Amherstburg, 
Ont., Canada; top flap missing, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200
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16                                                       17  

16  ) E.B. Ward’s Steam Boat Office, Detroit, Mich., a gorgeous embossed cameo-style illustrated corner 
card in red on the flap of a pristine cover franked with a nearly four-margined 3¢ dull red (11) tied by 
a light “Detroit, Mich., 3 Paid, Feb 29” c.d.s., to Grand Rapids, Mich; Extremely Fine and choice (the flap is 
unsealed!).   Estimate $300 - 400

17  ) E.B. Ward’s Steam Boat Office, Detroit, Mich., the same embossed cameo-style illustrated corner card 
as the preceding lot, this one in blue as a traditional corner card on a cover franked with a 3¢ dull red 
type I (25) tied by a mostly clear “Detroit, Mich., 3 Paid, Oct 3” c.d.s., to Grand Rapids, Mich; minor damp 
staining at right, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350

    
18                                                           19  

18  ) Escanaba and Lake Michigan Transportation Co., choice corner card cover with large illustration of a 
three-masted steamer in pale brown, franked with a 2¢ green 213 tied by a clear Chicago, Ill. Station “19” 
duplex, Sep 28, 1888, to Erie, Pa., backstamped Erie the next day, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300

19  ) Grummond’s Mackinac Line, Steamers FLORA & ATLANTIC, pristine advertising cover similar to the 
preceding lot with the illustration of the Flora in pale greenish gray, franked with a 2¢ green 213 tied 
by a bold Detroit, Mich. Station “1” duplex, Sep 21 (1888), to Erie, Pa. (typed address in blue has almost 
completely faded away, but backstamped Erie the next day); reduced slightly at the right, still Extremely Fine.  
Milgram 461.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
20                                                    21

20  ) STEAMBOAT, fancy ribbon handstamp on an 1852 folded letter franked with a nearly four-margined 3¢ 
orange brown type II (10A) - left inner line only recut - tied by a “Detroit, Mich., May 19” c.d.s.; letter datelined 
Newport (Mich.?) to Blockville, N.Y.; slightly soiled, F.-V.F.   Estimate $150 - 200

21  ) STEAMER NORTH STAR, Sep 2, 1865, blue c.d.s. on a 3¢ pink letter sheet (U36) canceled with a “Detroit 
Mich., Sep 1865, 2” target duplex and bearing an oval “STEAMBOAT, DUE 2 CTS” handstamp; letter datelined 
St. Clair (Mich.), to Detroit, Very Fine. Milgram 1174.   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                                                             22                                        23 
22  ) Steamer NORTH STAR, Lake Superior Line printed schedule for “Grand Pleasure Excursions” between 

Cleveland and Detroit, July-November, 1858 on a small illustrated letterhead, enclosed in a pristine 
cover franked with an Extremely Fine 1¢ blue type V (24) tied by a bold Jul 8 Cleveland c.d.s.; to Orwell, Vt. 
and redirected to Brandon, Vt.; a choice, Extremely Fine presentation. Milgram 229.   Estimate $250 - 350

23  ) Steamer NORTHWEST, Detroit & Cleveland Steam Nav’n Co. blue framed datestamp, Jul 8, 1882, 
perfectly struck (with another perfect strike on the reverse) on a cover franked with a 5¢ brown 
(205) tied by a Jul 10 Cleveland, O. grid duplex handstamp; corner card also for the Northwest; 
to Six Mile Cross, Ireland; backstamped Dublin (Jul 23), Berach (Jul 24) and Sixmile Cross (Jul 24), 
includes original letter; reduced slightly at the right, small stain at the upper right, otherwise Very Fine.   
Unlisted by Milgram.    Estimate $150 - 200

    
24                                                              25

24  ) Steamer SEA BIRD, Ward’s Lake Superior Line, Jun 16, 1860 perfectly struck red c.d.s. with black 
“STEAMBOAT” straightline handstamp on a cover franked with a 3¢ dull red (26) tied by a light 
“Detroit, Mich., 3 Paid, Jun 18, 1860” c.d.s., to Putnam, Ill.; reduced somewhat at the right, slightly refreshed, 
stamp creased; still a Fine looking example of this exceedingly rare Lake Superior Steamer marking.  
Milgram 1264.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

25  ) Stm’r CITY OF CLEVELAND, Mich. Central R.R. Line, Trip 41 (Aug 14, 1857) large oval handstamp (date 
not struck up) ties a 3¢ dull red type I (25)–cut from sheet with scissors showing all four frame lines–on an 
amber cover with straightline “STEAM BOAT” and Aug 15 Cleveland c.d.s., to Erie, Pa.; includes original letter 
with Duncan’s Central Brewery, “opposite the Michigan Central R.R. Depot” letterhead, Very Fine.  Said to be 
one of only two recorded examples of this marking.  Milgram 229.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

    
26                                        27 

26  ) STR. GEO. SANFORD, JR., perfectly struck magenta straightline on a cover franked with a 2¢ orange 
brown (210) tied by a bold grid with a “Manistee, Mich., Jul 28, 1887” c.d.s. alongside; to Delaware, O. and 
backstamped there the next day; light soiling, stamp damaged, Fine. Milgram Unlisted.   Estimate $200 - 300

27  ) N.Y. & ST. GEO., R.P.O., clear Sep 4 c.d.s. with quartered cork cancel tying a 2¢ green (213) on a cover 
to Fairfield, Cal.; tiny corner tear at the lower right, Very Fine.  This six-mile Ferry Boat route to Staten Island is 
one of the shortest of all R.P.O. routes.    Estimate $150 - 200
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                                                         28                                               29                                            30 
28  ) “Route Agt/April 5”, manuscript postmark with a pen-canceled 3¢ green (147) on a cover to West 

Virginia Governor John J. Jacob in Charleston; includes the original letter, datelined Winfield, W.V., 
informing the governor of the arrests of two men, “Botsford” and “Taylor”, and inquiring as to how the 
reward might be collected; reduced somewhat at the right, Ex-Towle and the listing example. Towle  
O-2-a, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

29  ) LAKE CHAMPLAIN, S.B., Very Fine 25mm Jul 24 c.d.s. with a target cancel tying a 3¢ green (158) on a 
cover to Sterling, Ill.; just a bit of light toning, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Towle and the listing example; illustrated 
on page 408. Towle F-1-b, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

30  ) N.O. & PT. VINCENT, R.P.O., clear c.d.s., Feb 13, 1894, duplexed with a quartered cork cancel on a 2¢ Columbian 
entire (U349) to New Orleans and backstamped there the next day, Very Fine, Ex-Towle and apparently the  
listing example.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
                                                         31                                                                            32  
31  ) DETROIT AND ALGONAC STEAMBOAT, RURAL FREE DELIVERY SERVICE, two types: 1.) large c.d.s., 

Jun 9, 1899 (Towle Q-3-d, RF IV), tying a 2¢ red (267) on a cover to Ann Arbor, Mich.; and 2.) a violet 
dotted-frame handstamp (unlisted), Jun 25 (1901) on reverse of a cover from Ypsilanti to Star Island, St. 
Clair Flats, Mich. alongside a Detroit Transit handstamp, Very Fine.  An excellent pair of covers from this Lake 
St. Clair Steamboat Service.    Estimate $150 - 200

32  ) Detroit & Algonac Steamboat, Rural Free Del. Service, mostly clear violet dotted-frame handstamp, 
Aug 4 (1900) on Private Mailing Card franked with a 1¢ green (279) tied by a Detroit machine cancel, Aug 
3, 1900; addressed locally but forwarded the next day to St. Clair Flats with a Detroit duplex and the Detroit & 
Algonac handstamp; the back of the card features a gorgeous multicolor illustration promoting the 11th Annual 
Convention of the National Association of Letter Carriers with the legend, ”The Only Free Marine Delivery 
Service in the World”, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
                                                                             33                                                 34  
33  )  “Steamer Mt. Vernon”, dateline with “Mississippi River, June 7 1847” on a folded letter postmarked 

manuscript “Cairo-Ill. June 8” and manuscript “10” to Boston, Mass.; the highly readable letter tells of the 
writer’s voyage from Natchez, aboard the “Steamer ‘Missouri’ - called the finest boat on the Mrs. Hippy 
River” to Cairo, Ill., and his plans to continue on to Cincinnati and Pittsburgh on Ohio River Steamers,  
Extremely Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

34  ) 1851, 3¢ orange brown, type II, (10A), a pretty four-margin single tied on piece by a near-perfect strike of the 
blue ”Due WAY 1¢” framed grid of Mobile, Ala., Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  A remarkable example of this rare 
Mississippi River steamer marking (Simpson RF 9).    Estimate $350 - 500
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35  
35  ) BAYOU SARA & BAT. ROUGE AGT., clear c.d.s., Jun 12, 1884 on a 2¢ red entire (U231) to Greensburgh, 

La.; reduced slightly at left with light foxing, Fine and rare. Unlisted Mississippi River steamboat marking 
on an 1882 cover to Greensburgh, La.; some cover soiling and edge creases, Fine.   Estimate $400 - 600

 

36  
36  ) “NO&WR, Mch 26 /79”, bold manuscript postmark on a 3¢ green entire (U163) to Port Barré, 

La., with manuscript steamer name, “Fanchon”, in the hand of the sender; stain at lower right and 
on reverse, reduced slightly at right, otherwise Very Fine.  “NO & WR” is New Orleans & White River  
(Arkansas).    Estimate $150 - 200

37  
37  ) Passenger Packet MONARCH, Cincin’ti, Louisville, Cairo, Memphis, Vicksburgh & N. Orleans. Large 

corner card on cover franked with a 3¢ brownish carmine (11) tied by a New Orleans c.d.s., May 26, 1857, 
to Baltimore; stamp shows adjacent stamps on two sides but cut is in on the other two, minor stains, F.-V.F., 
Ex-Risvold. Milgram 924.   Estimate $300 - 400

38  
38  ) Passenger Steamer RUTH, St. Louis, Cairo & New Orleans. Fabulous illustrated corner card in green on 

cover franked with a 3¢ rose (65) tied by a clear “Memphis Tenn., May 13” double-circle datestamp and target 
duplex, to Georgetown, D.C.; a bit soiled with slight edge faults, top flap mostly missing, stamp with perforation 
flaws; still attractive and desirable. Milgram 1227.   Estimate $300 - 400
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39  
39  ) Pr Steamer. HARRY OF THE WEST, perfectly struck two-line handstamp on folded letter datelined New Orleans, 

March 23, 1844; to St. Louis, endorsed manuscript “pr Harry of the West” with manuscript “25” rate; light file fold 
just touches the marking, still Extremely Fine and choice.  No more than four examples are recorded, Ex-Risvold.  
Milgram 585.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

 Harry of the West  [a nickname for Henry Clay] was a side-wheeler of 490 tons built in 1843, but there is no 
information as to where she was built or her final disposition. 

40  
40  ) Steamer ANDY JOHNSON, Saint Louis and Keokuk Packet Company. Steamboat illustrated corner 

card in green on a cover franked with a 3¢ rose (65) canceled by multiple red pencil strokes; to Iowa City, 
with original letter on a matching (purple) illustrated letterhead, written while on board the Andy Johnson at 
Keokuk Landing, August 5, 1866; entered the mails as a way letter with penciled “Way/Aug 6/66” notation; 
forwarded to Iowa City via the Mississippi & Missouri Railroad as per manuscript “M & M R.R., Iowa/Aug 7, 
1866” Route Agent’s notation (702-Q-3, RF IV), Very Fine.  A most interesting and unusual usage, Ex-Risvold.  
Milgram 52.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

 The Andy Johnson was a side-wheeler of 844 tons built in 1866 at Madison, Indiana for the Keokuk Packet 
Company. She was crushed in an ice gorge at St. Louis on December 13, 1876. 

41  
41  ) LOUISVILLE & ST. LOUIS MAIL ROUTE, bold, complete and well-struck May 7 fancy blue Shield ties 

a four-margined 3¢ dull red type II (11A) on a small cover to Boston; manuscript “Mail direct” notation; an 
Extremely Fine example of this rare steamboat marking, Ex-Beane; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Towle O-22-b, 
RF IX.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 
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                                             42                                                          43                                                         44 
42  ) Passenger Steamer GOLDEN RULE, Cincinnati, Louisville and New Orleans. Steamboat 

illustrated red & blue corner card on cover franked with a 2¢ pink (267a) tied by a “Covington 
Ky., May 7, 2 PM, 98” duplex; to Glendale, O.; backstamped Cincinnati (May 7) and Glendale (May 9),  
Very Fine. Milgram Unlisted.   Estimate $200 - 300

43  ) PARK & GAL. RIVER AGT., blue Jul 23 c.d.s. with matching “OK” canceling a 3¢ green (158) on a cover 
to Gallipolis, O.; reduced slightly at left, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350

44  ) Steamer SUNSHINE, (230), attractive illustrated corner card cover for the Louisville & Jeffersonville 
(Ind.) Ferry Company franked with a 1¢ Columbian (230) tied by a Louisville Ky. oval; addressed 
locally to the Masonic Temple in Louisville, Very Fine.  Unlisted by Milgram. An outstanding Columbian  
advertising cover.    Estimate $200 - 300

    
45                                         46

45  ) U.S. Mail Packet RAINBOW, Louisville, Evansville, and Henderson. Pretty illustrated 
advertising cover from Louisville to Plympton, Mass. franked with a pair of cork-canceled 
3¢ green (184) alongside a Dec 10 Louisville c.d.s.; includes original four-page letter from a 
Louisville merchant to his wife; stamps with slight perforation flaws due to edge placement, Fine.  
Milgram 229.   Estimate $150 - 200

46  ) “Potomac Boat, Aug 15”, manuscript postmark on an 1841 folded letter to Oatland Mills, Va.; vertical file fold, 
Very Fine and very rare. Letter relates details of the passing of the writer’s father.   Estimate $750 - 1,000

        
                                                          47                                               48                                               49 
47  ) POTOMAC STEAMBOAT, mostly clear red Sep 9 (1847) c.d.s. with matching “FREE” on a folded letter 

to Mt. Holly, N.J., F.-V.F.  The letter, on the letterhead of a Richmond, Va. Pension Agent and datelined 
“Steamer Augusta”, seeks clarification for a pension claimed by a soldier’s widow.  Towle G-21-a,  
RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

48  ) POTOMAC STEAMBOAT, light May 18 (1854) c.d.s. ties a three-margin 3¢ dull red (11A) on a folded letter 
from Alexandria, Va. to Boston, F.-V.F. Towle G-21-a, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

49  ) “Chatta & Kings Creek R R, 7-18-/79” (Chattanooga & Kings Creek River Route) manuscript postmark 
ties a 3¢ green (184) on an illustrated advertising cover for the Buckeye Mower & Table Rake, to Washington, 
Tenn. with original letter on matching letterhead; reduced somewhat at the left, otherwise Very Fine. Towle 
O-28-a, RF V.   Estimate $150 - 200
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expReSS CoveRS 
WellS faRgo 

50 
50  

Wells Fargo & Co’s. Express, Complimentary Package Transport Pass, issued to “W.H. Jones, 
Supt., Arizona & New Mexico R.R.” for the year 1884; about 4” x 21/2” with a matching, beautifully 
illustrated envelope, Very Fine.   Estimate 
$150 - 200

51  
51  ) Wells, Fargo & Co’s. San Jose (Cal.) Depot., a superb violet oval (type 20-3), Feb 28, 1894, 

cancels a 3¢ green on amber entire (U312) with a printed Wells Fargo frank, to San Francisco with a 
light San Francisco Wells Fargo receiving oval at “12 AM” the same day; light file fold at left through the 
San Francisco oval, still Very Fine and rare. This is believed to be the finest strike of the rare San Jose 
Depot oval.   Estimate $600 - 800

eaSTeRn expReSS CoveRS 

52  
52 1838 Letter Documenting a Journey From Maryland to Wilmington, N.C., red Wilmington c.d.s., Dec 6 

(1838) on a folded letter to “Near Port Deposit”, Md. with a manuscript “25” rate; contents an interesting 
letter relating the events of a stagecoach journey from Maryland to Wilmington, suffering through an 
overturned stage, various repairs, and muddy roads, before arriving at the railroad station in time to 
witness a collision between two trains; includes a partial transcript of the easily read text; minor internal 
splitting of folds, Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

53 1848 Letter Detailing Cross-Country Journey by Stagecoach, partial blue Apr 2 Philadelphia “10cts” 
c.d.s. on a three-page folded letter to Delaware, O.; letter is a marvelous account of a trip from Ohio to
Philadelphia by Stagecoach with plenty of detail, ranging from muddy road condition, causing the Stage
to get stuck “up to its axelature”, to a collision with the Mail Coach on the way down a mountain, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300
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 STaTe/pRovinCial poSTmaRkS 
oveR The ConTinenTal DiviDe on The oRegon TRail 

54                                                                        55 
54 847 Oregon Trail Letter, a detailed, easily read three-page folded letter postmarked manuscript “Oregon 

Mo., July 19/47”, but datelined July 11, Pacific Spring, at the confluence of the Green and Colorado Rivers; a 
very interesting account as the writer and his company of 18 wagons passes the continental divide, “changing 
the ascent for a descent”. He tells of ”the Pawnee indians - the worst tribe on the route” and of ”the Sioux 
indians [who] stole one horse from our company & perpetrated some minor thefts but upon the whole are 
the finest specimens of the indians that I have seen”. Also noted are a company of Mormon pioneers, with 
whom they traveled, and who had ”all kinds of mathematical instruments & the most scientific means in the 
world with them” to determine altitude, longitude, latitude and barometric pressure. The letter was mailed 
by a “Mr. Finley of Illinois who spent some time in Oregon and is returning to the States (so called)”, and 
who offered to drop the letter at the nearest post office. A marvelous letter with some internal splitting 
at the folds.   Estimate $750 - 1,000

55  ) California & Arizona Stage Company, boxed corner card on a marvelous illustrated advertising cover 
to England featuring a three-horse team Stagecoach traveling through the mountains, franked with a 
pair of cork-canceled 3¢ green (158) with a light Prescott, Ariz. c.d.s., Oct 10 (1877) alongside; backstamped 
Croydon, England, Nov 13; most of top flap missing, otherwise F.-V.F.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

This cover features the same illustration as that of the Barlow & Sanderson cover listed in the Colorado section. 

56  
56  ) Mammoth Stage Line, Tucson, attractive illustrated advertising cover featuring a two-team 

Stagecoach under way, franked with a 2¢ Columbian (231) tied by a “Tucson Ariz., May 21, 9 PM, 
1894” fancy duplex, to Milwaukee, Wis. (backstamped May 25); Very Fine. A rare Territorial Columbian 
usage.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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57                                                                                                      58
57  ) Tucson and Tombstone Stage Line, Stage and Express Business, illustrated corner card featuring a 

Stagecoach on 3¢ green entire with a light cork cancel, to Providence R.I., backstamped Providence; slight 
wear, Very Fine and rare.   Estimate $750 - 1,000

58  ) Burns & Fort Bidwell Stage Line, Fort Bidwell, an exceptional illustrated advertising cover featuring a 
three-team Stagecoach under way in brown on buff, sent Registered and franked with two 2¢ & a 10¢ 
1890 Issue (219D, 226) tied by target cancels with two strikes of “Fort Bidwell, Cal./ Reg’d.” c.d.s., Oct 8, 1890, 
to San Francisco and backstamped there on Oct 11; one 2¢ slightly damaged and cover reduced slightly at the 
right, Very Fine.  A marvelous cover.    Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

59                                                                                                     60
59  ) Aspen Transportation Line, a lovely illustrated advertising cover featuring four horse-teams pulling 

two connected covered wagons through the hills, franked with a 2¢ red brown (210) tied by an “Aspen, 
Colo., Feb 24, 1885” octagonal datestamp, addressed in red pencil to Pullman Ill. (backstamped Pullman, Feb 
25; somewhat soiled and neatly repaired, Fine and rare.   Estimate $500 - 750

60  ) Barlow & Sanderson’s Southern Overland Mail and Express Co., Pueblo, Colo. Office, boxed corner 
card on a marvelous illustrated advertising cover featuring a three-horse team “B. & S. Overland U.S. 
Mail” Stagecoach traveling through the mountains, franked with a 3¢ green (158) tied by a quartered cork 
cancel and postmarked with a light Kansas City Mo. c.d.s., to Pierrepont Manor, N.Y., Very Fine, Ex-Baker, 
Beals.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

This cover features the same illustration as that of the California & Arizona Stage Co. listed in the Arizona 
section. 
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61  
61  ) “La Junta Col, 2/18/79”, manuscript postmark with a matching “X” canceling a 3¢ green (158) on a nice 

illustrated Merchants Hotel, Denver corner card cover to Columbus, O. and backstamped there on Feb 21; 
reduced slightly at the right and stamp with a nicked corner, Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 

    
62                                                                                              63

62  ) Overland Stage & Express Co., Denver, J.L. Sanderson & Co., Slide & American Mines, a marvelous 
illustrated advertising cover featuring a six-horse stage traveling through the mountains franked with a 
a 2¢ red brown (210) tied by an Apr 21 Pueblo, Col. duplex; to Philadelphia and backstamped there on Apr 24,  
Very Fine.   Estimate $600 - 800

63  ) Denver Pacific R’y Co, Evans, Colorado, oval Superintendent’s Office corner card on a clean cover 
franked with a 3¢ Pictorial (114) and postmarked with a clear “Latham, Col., May 14, 1870” double-circle 
datestamp duplexed with an open-circle killer; to Fort Collins, Col. Ter.; reduced somewhat at the right with 
minor mounting damage on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750

64  
64  ) Wall & Witter Stage Co., a gorgeous all-over illustrated advertising cover in brown featuring a 

wide landscape with three different Mining scenes (including a “Studebaker Wagon”), franked 
with two 3¢ green (158) tied by segmented cork cancels, postmarked “Denver Colo., Apr 2” c.d.s., to 
Kittanning, Pa.; slight opening tears at left end (mostly on reverse); still Very Fine and exceptionally  
attractive.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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65  
65  ) Wyoming Mining, Smelting and Milling Co., Denver, illustrated advertising cover featuring Miners at 

work underground, franked with a 3¢ green (184) tied “Denver Colo., Apr 11, 1881” duplex c.d.s. with an 
additional small “4/12” handstamp, to Leadville, Colo.; cover tear at upper right; otherwise Very Fine and most 
attractive.   Estimate $400 - 600

        
                                          66                                                          67                                                               68 
66  ) Mitchell, “The Metropolis of South Dakota”, illustrated advertising cover featuring a Horseshoe-

surrounded Railroad Map with Mitchell at the center franked with a 2¢ green (213) tied by a “Mitchell 
Dak., Sep 29, 1 PM, 1889” target duplex handstamp, four weeks before Statehood (Nov 2, 1889); to Rome, O. 
and backstamped there on Sep 1; reduced a bit at the right, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

67  ) “By Monroe Stage”, manuscript routing instruction on two cards with no other postal markings from 
Monroe to Bangor, Me.: 1.) a 1¢ postal card (UX7), Jan 2, 1883, and 2.) a plain, partly-printed card, Jun 2, 
1887; both are supply orders from A.H. Mayo, a Monroe Dry Goods & Hardware dealer, to N.H. Bragg & Sons, 
manufacturers of Blacksmith Supplies; the postal card has some light creasing, otherwise Very Fine.  Monroe 
is about 20 miles from Bangor.    Estimate $150 - 200

68  ) East Saginaw, C.K. Eddy Lumber Co., a large all-over illustration on the back of a 2¢ green entire 
(U314) picturing Lumber being loaded onto a Railroad Freight Car; canceled by an East Saginaw “1” duplex 
handstamp, May 29, 1891; to Saginaw and backstamped there the same day; exceptionally clean and Very 
Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

69  
69  ) Clark & Son, Casper-Rongis Stage Line, all-over advertising cover featuring a large illustration of a 

running four-horse Stagecoach in pink, franked with a 2¢ lake (219D) tied by a partial “Casper Wyo., 
Jan 7 18(92)” duplex c.d.s., to Cheyenne, Wyo.; includes original four-page letter on two matching illustrated 
letterheads datelined “At camp 14 miles from any city”; cover repaired extending right side including tiny part 
of address, Fine and attractive.   Estimate $400 - 600
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RailRoaD CoveRS 
The CoaSTS UniTeD: a joURney To The golDen Spike CeRemony 

70  
70   1869 Golden Spike Ceremony, letter dated Apr 19, 1869, on a Union Pacific Railroad letterhead from the 

Office of J.S. & D.T. Casement, Echo City, Utah; written by a C.C. Jennings to his family, describing his 
journey from Omaha to Promontory Point, U.T. for the completion of the Transcontinental Railroad; Jennings is 
traveling aboard the Lincoln Car as a guest of Union Pacific executive, Sidney Dillon. He talks of traveling “with 
Jack”, who could possibly be John “General Jack” Casement, of the aforementioned firm responsible for laying 
the last section of Union Pacific track from Omaha to Promontory Point, and whose wife, the former Frances 
Jennings, may have been the writer’s sister, thus making Casement his brother-in-law, F.-V.F. (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

 The Lincoln Car was completed in February of 1865 for the personal travel of the President. On the day Lincoln 
was assassinated, he had not yet responded to an invitation to ride in the car, thus its first use was to transport 
Lincoln’s remains from Washington D.C. to Springfield, Ill. The car was subsequently purchased by the Union 
Pacific Railroad for the private use of its executives. Ironically, due to its large size, the car had to be removed 
from the train before reaching Promontory Point. 

71  
71   1870 Travel Pass for the Erie Railway, 31/2” x 21/4” card signed by Jay Gould, beautifully engraved 

in red & black by the National Bank Note Co. and issued to “Mr. John Taylor, Genl. Frt. Agent, 
Lehigh Valley Rail Road Co.”; the card is actually Revenue Stamped Paper, the reverse bearing the 
5¢ Lincoln imprint in orange (RN-P5), Very Fine.  A marvelous piece of Railroad history, particularly with  
Gould’s signature.    Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

 Known for his questionable business practices, Jay Gould, perhaps more than any other, personified the late 
19th-century image of the Robber Baron and corrupt Railroad tycoon. He once tried to corner the gold market 
and ultimately defeated the powerful Cornelius Vanderbilt for control of the Erie Railroad by bribing the New 
York state legislature to change the law. However, for all of his flaws, Gould was actually very successful at 
operating railroads, at one time controlling more than 10,000 miles of track, usually succeeding by merging 
smaller lines to serve direct connections to larger markets and cities. He also led Western Union to its dominance 
of the telegraph industry. 
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US 

    
72                                         73 

72  )  [Alabama] MOBILE & OHIO/R.R. CO./WHISTLER, clear, light strike of the blue fancy framed datestamp, 
Jul 17, 1868, on a 3¢ pink entire (U58) to Columbus, Ky. (indicia uncanceled); tiny tear at the top and top flap 
missing, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Meyer, Towle. Towle 420-S-2, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200 

73  ) JUNEAU & SITKA, R.P.O., NORTH, clear “RMS” duplex, Aug 30, 1908 ties a 2¢ Shield (319) on a 
Portland, Ore. “Department of Commerce and Labor/ Lighthouse Establishment” penalty envelope, to 
Berkeley, Cal. and backstamped there on Sep 8; reduced slightly at the right, Very Fine. Towle X-26-a,  
RF VI.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
74                                                    75

74  ) JUNEAU & UNALASKA, R.P.O., EAST, mostly clear c.d.s., Dec 2, 1901, on the reverse of a much-
traveled, missent Interior Dept. penalty postcard sent from Washington D.C. to Point Hope AK on 
Jul 23, 1901; other backstamps include Seattle, Jul 27, Hope AK, Oct 3, and Nome AK in March, 
presumably of 1902; Very Fine.  An exceedingly rare Alaska railroad marking–unlisted by the  
U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

75  ) KOTZEBUE SD. & ST ST. MICHAEL, R.P.O., SOUTH, magenta “RMS” duplex, Oct 3, 1911, ties a 1¢ 
green (374) on a multicolor picture postcard datelined “Deering Alaska, Sept 30”, featuring a Yukon Cog Team 
Freighting through Alaskan Canyon; Extremely Fine and very rare. Towle notes this marking only in black. 
Towle X-43-a, RF IX.   Estimate $400 - 600

    
76                                              77

76  ) KOYUKUK RIVER, R.P.O., Very Fine “RMS” duplex without direction, Sep 1, 1934, cancels 1¢ & 2¢ 
National Park commemoratives (740-741) on a cover to early Philadelphia stamp dealer Willard Snyder, 
Very Fine. Towle X-39-a var., RF IX.   Estimate $200 - 300

77  ) SAN FRAN. & YUKON, R.P.O., SOUTH, Very Fine c.d.s., Sep 2, 1899 on a small cover to Paris, France 
underfranked with a single 2¢ lake (219D); New York 15 centimes due handstamp and a partial October 
French entry c.d.s. with an Oct 2 New York transit marking on the reverse; addressed to the Paris Geographical 
Society and redirected twice to two different locations (second and third destinations on the reverse), each time 
receiving a French 30c Postage Due; U.S. stamp with a small tear, otherwise Very Fine. A remarkable cover 
with this rare Alaska R.P.O. marking to a foreign destination.  Towle’s listing example, Ex-Chase. Towle X-1-a, 
RF IX.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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                                                          78                                               79                                              80 
78  ) SEATTLE & SEWARD, Str. Yukon, clear six-bar duplex, May 27, 1924, on an unfranked cover 

with a Seward Daily Gateway corner card to Seattle; manuscript “T” in circle indicating Postage 
Due with a pair of precanceled 2¢ Postage Dues (J62b) applied at Seattle, Very Fine, Ex-Brenner.  
Towle X-14-tg, RF III.   Estimate $150 - 200

79  ) SEATTLE & SKAGWAY, R.P.O., EAST, clear “RMS” duplex, Aug 13, 1923, ties a 2¢ carmine (554) on an 
unusual fold-out “Post Card”, which opens up to be a two-page Menu for the S.S. Admiral Rogers; the 
address side also includes a colorful Alaskan Tourist Propaganda label, Very Fine, Ex-Brenner. Towle X-19-c, 
RF III.   Estimate $150 - 200

 The message notes that the Admiral Rogers ”is taking on canned salmon...at the rate of $5,000 per hour. Put 
on $18,000 this morning at one cannery.”. 

80  ) SEWARD & UNALASKA, R.P.O., WEST, clear “RMS” duplex, Sep 1, 1930 and another Eastbound strike, 
Sep 14, tie a 2¢ Braddock’s Field commemorative (688) on a small cover addressed to Norfolk, Va.; on the 
back is a three-line Railway Postal Clerk’s handstamp in green: “SEW & UNALASKA, WEST/ *S S STARR* 
SEPT 1 30/ A B HICKS”, Very Fine.  An outstanding cover carried by the Coastwise Steamship Co., Ex-Wyer.
Towle X-49-e, RF II+.   Estimate $150 - 200 

        
81                                                         82 

81  ) TANANA RIVER, R.P.O., WEST, virtually complete “RMS” duplex, Jun 6, 1910, ties a 1¢ green (309) on a 
multicolor picture postcard: “Trailbreaking in Alaska” featuring two men and three sled dogs, Very Fine. Towle 
X-40-d, RF VI.   Estimate $250 - 350

82  ) VALDEZ & UNALASKA, R.P.O., EAST, Nov 1, 1904 c.d.s. ties a 2¢ Shield (319) on a Hotel Northern, Seattle 
corner card cover to Seattle; small faults including sealed opening tears through marking, otherwise Very Fine. 
A very scarce marking. Towle X-50-a, RF VI.   Estimate $400 - 600

    
83                                           84

83  ) Vancouver-Skagway R.P.O., three different sawtoothed oval datestamps on 1936/37 covers, 
two sent via the S.S. Princess Norah (both covers illustrated), the other via the Princess Louise,  
Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300

84  ) YUKON RIVER, ALASKA, R.P.O., complete, somewhat blotchy purple “RMS” duplex ties a 1¢ green 
(331) on a picture postcard to Seattle, Wash.; card pictures ”An Automobile Ride on the [snow covered] Yukon 
in the Winter”; light stain on picture side, F.-V.F., Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle X-46-c, 
RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200
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85                                             86

85  ) UKON RIVER, ALASKA, R.P.O., EAST, choice strike “RMS” duplex in violet, Aug 16, 1910, ties a 1¢ 
green (300) on a picture postcard showing “Rex Beach Cabins - Rampart, Alaska”, Very Fine.  The U.S.R.P.O. 
Catalog notes this marking only in black.  Towle X-46-c, RF VI.   Estimate $200 - 300

86  ) DEMING & SAN FRAN., R.P.O., mostly clear c.d.s., Aug 24, 1883, with a quartered cork cancel 
tying a 3¢ green (207) on a Benson A.T. smelting company corner card cover to East Oakland, Cal. 
and backstamped there on Aug 26; reduced somewhat at the right, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Towle.  
Towle 963-G-3, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
87                                                          88

87  ) EL PASO & MARICOPA, R.P.O., E.D., TR 102, mostly clear “RMS” duplex, Sep 6, 1923, ties 
a 2¢ rose (499) on a cover to Springfield, Mass.; with a Tucson Realtor’s corner card, Very Fine.  
Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200

88  ) C.P.R.R., PINO, light but complete strike of blue double-circle datestamp, Feb 9, 1879 on a small ladies 
envelope franked with a 3¢ green (158) tied by manuscript cancel, to Cloverdale, Cal.; reduced just a tad at 
the right, Fine. Towle 976-S-5, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
89                                             90

89  ) California Pacific Rail Road Company, Office Vallejo, Cal., printed corner card and nearly all-
over Railroad map illustration lithographed by Ezra A. Cook & Co., Chicago, on a 3¢ entire 
(U83) addressed to Stittsville (?), N.Y. and redirected to Oriskany; indistinct route agent’s datestamp,  
Very Fine, Ex-Risvold.   Estimate $750 - 1,000

 The map shows the routes of several central California railroads including, in addition to the California Pacific, 
the Central Pacific R.R., the Napa Valley R.R., the Sacremento Valley & Pacific R.R., and the Vaca R.R. 

90  ) ELKS’ PARADE R.P.O., LOS ANGELES, CAL., TR. 99, well-struck purple “RMS” duplex, Jul 16, 1909, ties a 
1¢ green (331) on a picture postcard to San Francisco; picture is an ostrich farm in So. Pasadena, Cal.; small 
mounting abrasion at lower left, otherwise Very Fine and quite rare.   Estimate $400 - 600

 As part of the Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks’ parade in Los Angeles on July 16, 1909, the Post Office 
supplied an R.P.O. car and staffed it with members of the local Railway Post Office Clerks’ Association. The 
cancellation, therefore, was in use for only one day. 
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91                                                                      92

91  ) ELKS’ PARADE R.P.O., LOS ANGELES, CAL., TR. 99, mostly clear black “RMS” duplex, Jul 16, 1909, 
ties a 1¢ green (331) on a picture postcard to San Francisco with a Jul 17 receiver at the lower left; card is an 
embossed B.P.O.E. greeting picturing an elk’s head; brownish stain at the left shows through on the picture 
side, minor corner bend, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400

92  ) LIEGAN & RENO, R.P.O., mostly clear Mar 18, 1893 c.d.s. ties a 2¢ Columbian (231) on a Nevada-
California-Oregon Railway corner card cover to Buntingville, Cal.; reduced slightly at left, stamp with slight 
faults, Fine and rare–and possibly unique. Unlisted by Towle.   Estimate $300 - 400

 Liegan Cal. was a short-lived terminus of a Nevada-California-Oregon line, beginning in 1888. It was such a 
desolate location that its regular Post Office, which opened in July of 1890, was closed in April of 1891. 

    
93                                            94

93  ) SACRAMENTO ST. SAN FRAN., R.P.O., Very Fine c.d.s., Jan 20, 1905, with a cork-canceled 1¢ green 
(300) on a picture postcard to Brooklyn, N.Y.; card pictures “Sunset in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco”, Very 
Fine, time and month slugs are transposed from the Towle illustration (the catalog notes “several varieties 
recorded”).  Towle SF-3-a, RF VI.   Estimate $100 - 150 

94  ) CENT. PACIFIC, R.R., Jun 24 c.d.s. cancelling a 3¢ pink entire (U58) with a printed Pacific Union Express 
Co. frank, to La Crosse, Wis.; reduced slightly at the right, F.-V.F. Towle 976-A-1, RF V.   Estimate $200 - 300

        
                                                         95                                                 96                                                  97 
95  ) DEN. PACIFIC, R.P.O., clear Mar 6 c.d.s. duplexed with a two-ring target on a 1¢ postal card (UX3) 

to Longmont Colo., datelined Greeley (Colo.), Mar 5, 1875; exceptionally clean, Very Fine. Towle 950-A-1,  
RF III.   Estimate $350 - 500

96  ) COLORADO CENTRAL R.R./BEAVER BROOK, C(OLO.), blue shield datestamp, Jun 15, 1878, 
with a partial second strike tying a 3¢ green (158) on a small cover to Mehoopany, Pa.; reduced 
at the left, stamp folded over top edge of cover, otherwise Very Fine.  Towle’s listing example.   
Towle 951-S-1a, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

97  ) D. & R.G. R.R., mostly clear circular handstamp (date not struck up), as a forwarding marking on a 1¢ 
postal card (UX5) from Denver to “Big Thompson”, Colo., canceled with a Denver duplex, May 14 (1876), 
handstamped “MISSENT”, Ex-Osment. Towle 953-G-1, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200
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98  
98  ) D. & RIO G. R.R., marvelous complete strike with full month and day, Nov 26, on a cover to 

Providence, R.I., franked with a target-canceled 3¢ green (147); docketed at left as received Dec 2, 
1873; minor edge flaws, stamp with a pulled perforation, F.-V.F.  An incredible strike of this rare marking.   
Towle 953-H-1, RF X.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

99  
99  ) D. & RIO G. R.R., slightly doubled strike without date but with strong “R.R.” on a target-canceled 1¢ 

postal card (UX3) to Denver, Very Fine. Towle 953-H-1, RF X.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

         
                                      100                                                           101                                                                102 
100  ) D. AND R.G. RY., Gunnison Sta., PAID., J.P.HUNTLEY, Agent., clear double-lined c.d.s., Nov 27, 

1882, used as a receiver on a cover from Brooksville, Ky. to Gunnison; franked with a cork-
canceled 3¢ green (204) and postmarked Brooksville on Nov 22; reduced just a tad at the right, F.-V.F.  
Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200

101  ) D. & R.G. RY., NATHROP COLO., choice strike of a large blue double-circle datestamp, Sep 17, 
1880, on a cover franked with a 3¢ green (184) tied by a Sep 13 N.Y. & CHIC. R.R. FAST MAIL c.d.s. 
& killer (Towle 114-J-9) to Nathrop, Colo., “Care Denver & R Grande Ry”; a second strike of the D.& R.G. 
RY. c.d.s. is on the reverse; reduced somewhat at the right, paper a bit “mottled”, Very Fine appearance.  
Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $200 - 300

102  ) D.S.P. & P.R.R., ESTABROOK PARK, clear blue double-circle datestamp, Dec 24, 1883, as a receiver on a 
Post Office Registered Mail return receipt card for a package from Lake Valley, N.Mex. to Estabrook, Very Fine.  
Apparently Towle’s listing example.  Towle 954-S-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300
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103                                                                            104

103  ) DEN. & DEER VALLEY, AGT., incomplete but unmistakable strike, 11 Aug (month at bottom) on a Denver 
publisher’s illustrated corner card cover to Columbus, O. franked with a strip of 3 of the 1¢ blue (156) 
tied by cork cancels; backstamped Columbus on Oct 25; couple small edge tears, one affecting the left stamp 
of the strip, otherwise Very Fine. Towle 954-C-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $500 - 750

104  ) DEN. & DEER VALLEY, AGT., faint, mostly complete c.d.s. (Feb) 15, on a 3¢ green entire (U164), with 
a Denver Commission Merchants’ corner card cover, to Fairplay, Colo.; redirected to Webster, Colo. with a 
purple Feb 20 Fairplay c.d.s., and finally to Denver with no additional markings, Fine.  Possibly Towle’s listing 
example.  Towle 954-C-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $400 - 600

    
105                                                        106

105  ) DEN. & GEORGETOWN, AGT., exceptional strike of blue c.d.s., Aug 14, duplexed with a neat 
circle-of-wedges on a 1¢ postal card (UX5) to Mehoopany, Pa.; datelined Beaver Brook, 1878; tear at 
left, otherwise F.-V.F.  Towle notes the earliest date for this marking as 1883, Ex-David New. Towle  
952-A-1, RF V.   Estimate $300 - 400

106  ) DEN. & GEORGETOWN, AGT., Very Fine c.d.s., Feb 23, and a quartered cork killer tie a 2¢ red brown (210) 
on a Republican Mountain Silver Mines, Georgetown corner card cover to Freehold, N.J., backstamped 
Freehold on Feb 27; small corner tear at lower right, F.-V.F.  Includes an unissued Stock Certificate for 
the same mining company.  Towle 952-A-1, RF V.   Estimate $150 - 200

     
107                                                                                   108

107  ) DENVER & SAN JUAN AGT., clear Apr 9 c.d.s. and small cork cancel on a 1¢ postal card (UX3) to 
Kenduskeag, Me.; slight soiling, Fine-Very Fine and rare. Towle 955-E-1, RF VII.   Estimate $500 - 750

108  ) “Durango and Silverton R.P.O.”, undated manuscript postmark on a cover franked with a 3¢ 
green (207) tied by matching pen strokes; Walker House hotel, Silverton corner card; to Chicago 
and backstamped there; lightly soiled and top flap missing, F.-V.F.  A previously unrecorded marking.   
Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $500 - 750
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109                                                     110

109  ) PUEB. & CAN. CITY, AGT., mostly clear c.d.s., Dec 1, along with cork cancels tie three 1¢ gray blue (206) 
on a Tabor House (hotel), Gunnison, Colo. corner card cover; to New Haven, Conn. and back stamped there 
on Dec 6, F.-V.F. Towle 953-A-1, RF VII.   Estimate $500 - 750

110  ) SO. P(UEB &) CONEJOS, AGT., incomplete c.d.s., Sep 13, 1880, with a quartered cork killer on a 3¢ 
green entire (U163) with an Alamosa, Colo. bank corner card to Putnam, O., Very Fine.  A rare marking, listed 
by Towle with an “N” killer.  Towle 955-D-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300

111  
111  ) LA JUNTA & SANTA FE, AGT., mostly clear c.d.s., May 21, 1881, ties a 3¢ green (184) on a cover to New 

York City, backstamped May 25; reduced just a tad at the right, clipping a few perforations, otherwise Very Fine.
Towle 911-M-1, RF VI.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

    
112                                                                   113

112  ) HAWLEYVILLE, HOUSATONIC R.R., mostly bold Feb 8 oval ties a 3¢ rose (65) on a cover to Ballston 
Spa, N.Y.; open on three sides with slight damage at the bottom edge; includes original letter of condolence 
addressed “To The Mother or Sisters of Franklin S. Twitchell”, a Union soldier who died late in the war; Fine, 
Ex-Meroni, Towle. Towle 88-S-4a, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

113  ) NEWTOWN, HOUSATONIC R.R., mostly complete May 9 oval ties a sheet margin 3¢ rose (65) on a cover 
to South Britain, Ct.; reduced slightly at the left with part of top flap missing and small repair to upper left corner, 
Ex-Meroni, Towle. Towle 88-S-9a, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200
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114                                                                      115

114  ) [Railroad Cover, Massachusetts], [Connecticut, Massachussetts] CANAL RAILROAD., exceptional 
strike of a Feb 15 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ dull red, type I (25) on a small ladies envelope to Westfield, Mass., Very 
Fine. Towle 85-A-1, RF IX.   Estimate $400 - 600

115  ) BIS. & GLENDIVER, R.P.O., mostly clear c.d.s., Jul 10, 1884, with a quartered cork cancel on 
a 2¢ red entire (U229) to St. Paul, Minn and backstamped there the next day, Very Fine. Towle  
874-M-2, RF VI.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
116                                                                    117

116  ) MAND. & SPOK. FALLS, R.P.O., W.D., WEST, clear Mar 1889 c.d.s. with a quartered cork killer on a 2¢ 
green entire (U311) with a Northern Pacific Express Express Co. printed frank to San Francisco, Calif. 
and backstamped there on Mar 20; reduced somewhat at the right, F.-V.F.  The U.S.R.P.O. Catalog lists only 
the Eastern Division (E.D.) marking.  Towle 874-Z var.   Estimate $150 - 200

117  ) ST. PAUL ORT. & FARGO, R.P.O., WEST, clear c.d.s., Sep 20, 1888, duplexed with a quartered cork 
cancel tying a 2¢ green (213) on a pristine cover to Fargo, D.T. and backstamped there the same day, 
Extremely Fine.  The “ORT.” is Ortonville. Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $150 - 200

    
118                                                              119

118  ) FLORIDA R.R., Very Fine strike of an undated circle ties a 3¢ brownish carmine type II 
(11A) on a cover to Norristown, Pa.; a faint second impression of the same marking is struck 
slightly to the right and there is an additional complete strike across the flap on the reverse; 
cover with a small insignificant crease at the lower right, still Very Fine. Towle 380-A-1, RF  
IX.   Estimate $400 - 600

119  ) JACKS’VILLE & TAMPA, R.P.O., light c.d.s., Mar 11, 1890, ties a 2¢ green (213) on a marvelous 
illustrated advertising cover for the Seminole Hotel in Winter Park, Fla. with a matching illustrated 
letterhead, to Holyoke, Mass. and backstamped there the next day, Very Fine.  Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O.  
Catalog.    Estimate $150 - 200
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120                                                             121

120  ) EXPOSITION R.P.O., ATLANTA, GA, lovely strike of the magenta double-circle datestamp, Sep 26, 1895, 
with a “Shield” killer on a 3¢ green entire (U311) to Cleveland, Ga.; reduced slightly at the right, Very Fine.  
This marking was used at the Post Office Mail Car exhibit at the Cotton States & International Exposition in 
Atlanta, Sep 18-Dec 3, 1895., Ex-Towle; signed. Towle 374-J-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

121  ) C.B. & Q.R.R., FOX, ILL., perfectly struck datestamp of Mar 30, 1887 ties a 2¢ red brown (210) on a small 
cover to Forreston, Ill.; includes the original three-page letter on Chicago, Burlington & Quincy notehead, Very 
Fine. Towle 700-S-1, RF IV.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
122                                                                123

122  ) CHI. COTT. GRO. AVE., R.P.O., [Trip] 6, mostly clear c.d.s., Dec 2, 1896, with a cork killer on a 1¢ postal 
card (UX12) to Trenton, N.J.; faint vertical crease, otherwise Very Fine.  This Chicago Streetcar marking, which 
predates the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog’s listing by 19 years, differs in that it includes “AVE.”, lacks “TR” in the trip 
number, and has a plain cork killer.  Towle CH-3-h var., RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300

123  ) CHICAGO, ILL., WENTWORTH AVE., R.P.O., mostly clear Doremus machine cancel, Jun 28 
(1904) on a 1¢ postal card (UX18), to Corwin. O. and backstamped there the next day, F.-V.F. Towle  
CH-7-a2, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
124                                                                   125

124  ) Co. & Dn. AIR LINE R.R., marvelous strike of a Jul 16 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ rose red (11A) on a small cover to 
New Haven Ct.; small stain and tear at the lower left (worse on the reverse), open on both ends, otherwise Very 
Fine.  An exceptional example of this rare route agent’s marking.  Towle 691-A-1, RF IX.   Estimate $400 - 600

125  ) FROM CARBONDALE./ILL.C. R. R., mostly bold deep blue c.d.s., Apr 21, 1864, on an orange cover 
franked by a straight-edged 3¢ pink (64) with a vertical pre-printing crease, canceled with a matching 
negative Star of David handstamp; cover reduced slightly at the left, otherwise Very Fine.  A scarce station 
agent’s marking and a very scarce franking, Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle 708-S-6,  
RF VI.   Estimate $200 - 300
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                                                                         126                                                              127 
126  ) FROM DE SOTO/ILL C. R. R., bold, slightly over-inked c.d.s., Jun 4, 1863, ties a 3¢ rose (65) on a 

pretty Liberty & Flag Civil War patriotic cover to Clinton, Wis.; tiny, insignificant edge tears at the 
top with top flap missing, still Very Fine, Ex-Towle and quite likely the listing example. Towle 708-S-5,  
RF VII.   Estimate $250 - 350

127  ) GREAT WESTERN R.R., ILL., one of two clear Oct 2 c.d.s.’s ties a 3¢ dull red (11) on a cover to Mount 
Sterling, Ill.; light document crease through left marking, small opening tear at the bottom (and torn flap), stamp 
slightly cut in, Very Fine appearance.  Two nice strikes of a very rare marking, Ex-Toaspern. Towle 577-A-1, RF 
VIII.   Estimate $500 - 750

    
128                                                                    129

128  ) I. C. R. R. Co, ELDORADO ILL, an exceptional strike of the undated negative oval ties a 3¢ green (158) 
on a small cover to Lewis Centre, O.; the stamp is also target-canceled with a partial c.d.s.–possibly Vanlue, 
O.–alongside, Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 717-S-1, RF VII.   Estimate $250 - 350

129  ) ILL. RIVER R.R., clear blue May 6 c.d.s. on an orange cover franked with two nice 3¢ rose pink (64b) 
with matching small grid cancels; to Old Saybrook, Conn.; reduced slightly at the right, stamps with very minor 
perforation flaws, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 720-A-1, RF V.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
130                                                                                        131

130  ) ILL. RIVER R.R., blue May 4 (1865) c.d.s. on a Havana, Ill. corner card cover franked with a pair 
of 2¢ black (73) canceled by small blue grids, to Chicago, docketed 1865. Very Fine. An exceptional 
example of this rare railroad marking, Ex-Fosdyke-Ray; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Towle 720-A-1,  
RF V.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

131  ) MILWA’E & HORN.R.R., mostly clear c.d.s. on a neat cover franked with a 1¢ blue & a 2¢ black (63, 73) 
tied by quartered cork cancels; to Fulton, N.Y.; reduced slightly at the left, Very Fine.  A very scarce franking.  
Towle 840-B-1, RF V+.   Estimate $350 - 500
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132                                                                133

132  ) Superintendent Railway Mail Service, Fourth Division, Chicago, Ill., corner card on an Official 
Business envelope franked with a 3¢ Post Office Dept. (O49) tied by a blue Nov 18 Chicago c.d.s. and 
bold square-grid killer; to the Postmaster at Hannibal Mo.; top flap tears just onto front, reduced just a tad at  
the left, F.-V.F.   Estimate $150 - 200

133  ) CHI. ST.P. & F. DU LAC R.R., clear Sep 8 c.d.s. ties a beautiful four-margin 3¢ brownish carmine (11)–
plated by Chase as position 96R7–on a pristine cover to Bridgeport, Ct., Extremely Fine, Ex-Chase. Remele 
C-14. Towle 839-A-1, RF IX.   Estimate $600 - 800

 This is Chase’s listing example for this railroad marking in his 3¢ book (p. 266). His notation on the reverse 
reads, “Letter removed from this envelope dated ÎFond du Lac Wis. Sept 2nd, 1858Ì”. 

    
134                                                                       135

134  ) Nine R.P.O. markings (eight different), five covers and four cards canceled between Sep 22, 1895 and Mar 9,  
1907.   Estimate $200 - 300 

135  ) CENTRAL IOWA RY./NEWBURG, outstanding strike of the negative oval ties a 3¢ green (158) 
on a cover to Fluvanna, N.Y.; stamp with minor perforation flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Towle 751-S-1,  
RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
136                                                                   137

136  ) McGREGOR WESTERN R’Y/CRESCO, Iowa, clear blue double-circle datestamp, Jun 3 1867 (date slug 
inverted), with a normal Jun Cresco (post office) c.d.s. and a target cancel tying a 3¢ rose (65) on a clean 
cover to Charlemont, Mass, Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 753-S-1, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

137  ) OM. & KEARNEY, R.P.O., clear c.d.s. May 22, 1881, duplexed with a negative “W” killer on a 1¢ postal 
card (UX5) to Haynesville, Me., datelined Council Bluffs; couple minor edge bends, otherwise Very Fine.  
Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $150 - 200
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138                                                                         139

138  ) WATERLOO & CHAS. CITY R.R., mostly clear Mar 4 c.d.s. on lightly canceled 3¢ green entire (U82) with 
an Osage, Iowa corner card, to Limerick, Me.; reduced slightly at left, tiny edge tear at top, F.-V.F. and rare.  
Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $350 - 500

139  ) JUNCT.C.P. & U.P. R.R., complete but blurred Nov(?) 23 c.d.s. with a target killer tying a 3¢ 
Pictorial (114) on a clean cover to Mount Holly Springs, Pa., Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 912-C-1,  
RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
140                                                               141

140  ) K.C. & SANTA FE R.R., Very Fine Feb 4 c.d.s. with a nice circle-of-wedges killer tying a 3¢ green (158) 
on a pristine cover with an Edgerton, Kansas druggist’s corner card; to Lawrence, Kans., Extremely Fine.  A 
marvelous cover.  Towle 909-AE-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300

141  ) LOU. CIN. & LEX. R. R./PAYNES, KY., clear blue oval, Dec 10, 1875 on a cover franked with a 
pen-canceled, slightly doubled 3¢ green (158) to Thompsons Station, “(Lexington & Big Sandy 
R.R.)”, Ky.; opening tears on the reverse, F.-V.F., Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle  
524-S-11, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
142                                                                     143

142  ) LOUIS. & LEX. AGT., light Jan 9 c.d.s. duplexed with a bold “78” killer on an all-over ”State of 
Kentucky Senate Chamber” illustrated cover franked with a 3¢ green (184), to Olympian Springs, 
Ky.; bit of light toning, stamp with perforation damage, still a Fine and rare combination. Towle 524-G-1,  
RF III.   Estimate $150 - 200

143  ) SOLD FOR TRAIN NO 8, L. & N.R.R., OLD DEPOSIT, KY., choice strike blue c.d.s. Jul 27, 1882, cancels a 
1¢ postal card (UX5) to Deposit, Ky., datelined Beech Spring, Va. datestamp, Very Fine.  An unlisted Louisville 
& Nashville R.R. marking.    Estimate $150 - 200
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144                                                               145

144  ) “Androscoggin R.R. Me., Nov. 5/58”, b old manuscript postmark on a cover franked with a pen-
canceled 3¢ dull red (26), to East Bridgewater, Mass.; flap tear, Very Fine and rare. Towle 7-M-1,  
RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

145  ) KENK & PORTD R.R., nice strike of a “JUL” c.d.s. (day not included) ties a 3¢ dull red (11A) on a folded 
address leaf to Savannah, Ga., Very Fine. Towle 4-E-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
146                                                                      147

146  ) KENEBECK & PORTLAND, R.R., mostly clear Jan 7 c.d.s. on a folded address leaf franked with a four-
margined 3¢ claret (11A) tied by a grid cancel; to Savannah, Ga., Very Fine.  Addressed to “Capt. Stephen W. 
Stuart, Master of Ship ÎGrottoÌ”.  Towle 4-F-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

147  ) PENOBSCOT & KEN. R.R., outstanding strike of a Jun 7 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ dull red (26) on a small 
ladies envelope to Upper Gloucester, Me.; reduced just a tad at the right, Very Fine. Towle 4-I-1,  
RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
148                                                                                 149

148  ) PENOBSCOT & KEN. R.R., Very Fine strike of a Jul 14 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ dull red (26) on a small clean cover 
to Hanover, N.H., Very Fine. Towle 4-I-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

149  ) SOMERSET & KENB. R.R., outstanding strike of a Jan 18 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ dull red (26) on a cover to 
Coopers Mills, Me.; reduced just a bit at the right, Very Fine. Towle 4-H-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $500 - 750
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150                                                                     151

150  ) ATLANTIC & St. L., R. R., nice partial strike (about 15% off the cover) of a Jan 21 c.d.s. ties a four-
margined 3¢ brownish carmine (11) on a small ladies envelope to Rockland, Me.; reduced just a tad at the 
left, Very Fine. Towle 9-A-1, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

151  ) BOSTON & CAMBRIDGE B, R.P.O., exceptional strike of “RMS” duplex, Mar 18, 1909, ties a 
1¢ green (300) on a small postcard to Bridgewater, Mass., Extremely Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle BO-2-d,  
RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
152                                                                             153

152  ) BOSTON & FALL RIVER R.R., excellent strike of a red c.d.s., Jun 7 (1852), ties a pretty, four-margined 3¢ 
brownish carmine (11A) (with an extra frame line at the left and no inner line at the right) on an exceptionally 
clean folded letter to Wareham, Mass., Extremely Fine. Towle 55-A-1, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

153  ) Boston, Lowell & Nashua Railroad, NORTH, BILLERICA, perfectly struck blue c.d.s., Aug 10, 1869, on 
a cover to Paris, France; franked with pen-canceled 3¢ & 12¢ F. grills (94, 97) tied by a red “New York 
Paid 6” exchange office c.d.s. with a red boxed “PD” and a blue Aug 22 Calais entry c.d.s. (no Paris receiver); 
reduced just a tad at the right, Very Fine, Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle 24-S-3a,  
RF IV+.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
154                                                                    155

154  ) Three different R.P.O. markings on a Special Delivery cover, Newport & Springfield, St. Albans & 
Boston, and Boston & Troy transit backstamps on a small 1891 cover from Granby to Montague, Mass., 
franked with a 2¢ carmine (220) and a 10¢ Special Delivery (E1); also bearing South Bradley and Montague 
backstamps; reduced slightly at the right, F.-V.F.   Estimate $200 - 300

155  ) WORCESTER & NASHUA.R.R/Ms, Very Fine Jun 27 c.d.s. with two additional partial strikes tying a 3¢ 
rose (65) on a small cover to Troy, N.H., Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 21-A-1, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200
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156                                                              157

156  )  Conn. RIVER R.R., choice strike of a Dec 15 c.d.s. ties a four-margined 3¢ dull red (11A) on a pristine 
cover to Barre, Mass., Extremely Fine. Towle 35-A-1, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

157  )  LAW. & BRAD R.R., mostly clear Sep 29 c.d.s. with a bold “OK” killer on a small cover franked 
with 3¢ green (147), to Sunapee, N.H.; reduced just a tad at the right, Very Fine. Towle 26-B-1,  
RF IV.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
158                                                       159

158  ) DETROIT & MILKE. R.W., clear Dec 4 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ dull red type I (25) on a cover to Albany (Wis.?); 
stamp’s upper right & lower left corners neatly replaced, otherwise Very Fine.  An exceedingly rare marking, 
Ex-Chase, Toaspern. Towle 611-A-2, RF IX.   Estimate $200 - 300

159  ) Escanaba & Lake Superior Railroad, all-over Railroad Map on the back of a 2¢ carmine entire 
(U411) canceled with a Wells, Mich. duplex handstamp, Dec 20, 1911; enclosure is an Escanaba & 
Lake Superior Railroad Telegraph Form; to Lancaster, Mass. and backstamped there on Dec 22; small  
flap tear, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
160                                                           161

160  ) M.C.R.R./JUN 18 1879/WASEPI, nicely struck blue boxed datestamp on a 1¢ postal card (UX5) from 
Wasepi to Grand Rapids, Mich., in the style of Towle’s Mobile & Ohio R.R. station marking 420-S-3; light toning 
along bottom edge, Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle Unlisted (610-S-1a?).   Estimate $150 - 200

 In our opinion, Towle’s listing of 610-S-1 is not Henderson, Tenn. on the Mobile & Ohio Railroad, but Henderson, 
Mich., a known station on the Michigan Central; and Wasepi is a town name unique to Michigan. 

161  ) M.C.R.R./MAR 31 1876/STERLING, light but complete blue boxed datestamp cancels a 3¢ green entire 
(U82) to Mt. Carroll, Ill., in the style of Towle’s Mobile & Ohio R.R. station marking 420-S-1; minor opening 
damage on the reverse, Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200

 In our opinion, Towle’s listing of 610-S-1 is not Henderson, Tenn. on the Mobile & Ohio Railroad, but Henderson, 
Mich., a known station on the Michigan Central. 
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162                                                            163

162  ) MARQUETTE & BESSEMER, R.P.O.,WEST, Very Fine c.d.s., Sep 10, 1894, with a cork-canceled 2¢ 
Columbian (231) on a Hotel Marquette fancy corner card cover to Geneva, N.Y. and backstamped there 
on Sep 12; reduced somewhat at the right, bottom edge lightly toned, otherwise Very Fine.  An underrated 
marking, Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle 638-J-1, RF IV.   Estimate $200 - 300 

163  ) MIC. CENTRAL R.R./Mic., beautifully struck Mar 7 (1855) c.d.s. ties a 3¢ dull red (11A) on a small blue 
cover to Saut [Sault] Ste. Marie, Mich.; small piece of top flap missing, Very Fine. Towle 610-A-2, RF VII.   
Estimate $200 - 300

 Included is the original interesting four-page letter datelined Gaylesburgh, from a Christian pastor to his 
parents, in which he opines that Catholicism, “Mohometanism”, and Heathenism are dying and that “the world 
is becoming a harvest field” for (Evangelical) Christianity; also a second letter datelined Grand Rapids, Mar 11. 

    
164                                                                  165

164  ) MIC. CENTRAL R.R./Mic., nice strike of an Oct 3 (1851) c.d.s. ties a virtually four-margined 3¢ orange 
brown (10A) on a folded letter from Detroit to Lansing, Mich; nearly invisible vertical file fold through stamp, 
otherwise Very Fine. Towle 610-A-3, RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300 

165  ) RAIL ROAD/WAY., nice strike of oval marking on a cover franked with a 3¢ F. grill (94) canceled by a 
circle-of-Vs with a Detroit c.d.s., Apr 29 (1868) alongside; to Buffalo, N.Y.; includes original letter, Very Fine. 
Towle SP-15, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
166                                                              167

166  ) CHICAGO & DULUTH, R.P.O., SOUTH, blurry c.d.s. on a spectacular all-over advertising cover, 
sponsored by the Duluth Hardware Co., promoting the new Fosson Branch of the Great Northern 
Railway; franked with a cork-canceled 2¢ pink (267a), to Southington, Ct., Very Fine. Towle 860-B-2,  
RF II.   Estimate $150 - 200

167  ) HAST. & BENTON, AGT., Very Fine Aug 24 (1883) c.d.s. with a clear negative “E” killer tying a 3¢ green 
(207) on a small cover to Stockbridge, Mass.; includes original letter datelined Prior Lake, Minn., Very Fine.  An 
unlisted Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Agent marking.  Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200
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                                                                            168                                                           169 
168  ) LAKE S. & MISS. R. R.R., choice strike of a Jan 1 c.d.s. with a target tying a 3¢ green (158) on an all-over 

illustrated advertising cover for the Land Department of the Northern Pacific Rail Road Co.; to Pottsville, 
Pa.; top flap missing, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Wyer, Towle, apparently the listing example. Towle 867-A-1, RF 
V.   Estimate $150 - 200

169  ) WESTS/M. C. R. R., light but complete c.d.s., Nov 10, 1866, with a second, partial strike cancelling the 
indicia on a small 3¢ pink entire (U58) to New Orleans, F.-V.F.  From the Carroll, Hoy & Co. correspondence, 
Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle 421-S-3, RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
170                                                                   171

170  ) CENTENNIAL PARADE R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., mostly clear Oct 7 oval duplex ties a 1¢ green (331) on a 
locally addressed postcard picturing a black & white view of Hortense Place, St. Louis, Very Fine. Towle 831-
E-4, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

171  ) CENTENNIAL PARADE R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., bold Oct 7 oval duplex ties a 2¢ carmine (332) on a locally 
addressed cover, F.-V.F. Towle 831-E-4, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
172                                             173

172  ) CENTENNIAL PARADE R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., perfectly struck Oct 7 oval duplex in magenta ties a 1¢ 
green (331) on a locally addressed postcard picturing a multicolor view of the Turkish Den in Planters Hotel, 
St. Louis; small corner bend, otherwise Very Fine. Towle 831-E-4, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

173  ) EXPOSITION R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., clear but partly doubled “RMS” duplex, Jul 29, 1904, ties a 
1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323) on a World’s Fair postcard with an impression of the ”Exposition Station” 
machine cancel of the same date at the lower left; to Chicago and backstamped there the next day; the card 
pictures the California State Building and is from a booth attendant who writes that he can be reached at 
the “Varied Industrial Arcade, Booth 31”, F.-V.F.  An exceptional Exhibition card, Ex-Towle. Towle 831-E-1,  
RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300
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174                                                          175

174  ) EXPOSITION R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., bold duplex handstamp, Sep 27, 1904, ties a 1¢ Louisiana Purchase 
(323) on an multicolor Exposition Postcard  with an Exposition Station machine cancel of the same date at the 
lower left; to Mobile, Ala. with a receiving postmark on Sep 29; card pictures the Palace of Mines & Metallurgy; 
stamp slightly damaged where perforations extend beyond the card’s edge at the right and card neatly reduced 
a bit at the left, Fine and scarce. Towle 831-E-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300

175  ) EXPOSITION R.P.O., ST. LOUIS, MO., clear c.d.s. with faint duplex barred ellipse, Sep 13, 1904, ties a 1¢ 
Louisiana Purchase (323) on an Exposition Postcard with an Exposition Station machine cancel of the 
same date at the lower left; to Mons, Belgium with a receiving postmark on Sep 26; card features a black-
and-white view of the Festival Hall and Cascades, Very Fine. Towle 831-E-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
176                                                       177

176  ) D.L. CITY & OGD. R.(P.O.), mostly clear c.d.s., Jun 1, 1883, duplexed with a bold “N” killer on a 1¢ postal card 
(UX7) to Helena, M.T. with a Jun 3 Helena receiver at the lower left; the card is a pre-printed receipt form from a Dillon, 
Mont. bank, Very Fine.  Very scarce and underrated by Towle - the directional “N” killer not noted.  Towle 890-AC-1,  
RF IV.   Estimate $150 - 200

177  )  DULUTH & BIS., AGT., faint to clear strike of Jul 3 (1876) c.d.s. on a cover franked with a cork-canceled 
3¢ green (158), to Augusta, Ill.; some staining and slightly reduced at the right, but the value is in the contents, 
an easily read (though semi-literate) four-page letter from a soldier to his wife; datelined Fort Peck Agency 
[near Wolf Point, MT]; the man tells his wife how he doesn’t care for “this country”, and notes that the ”Crow 
indians run into our camp last week and kild two of our Sew Indians one womin & one man and took their 
scalps and some tenn head of poneys they took two of our horses but returned them saing they was our  
friends.”.   Estimate $500 - 750

    
178                                                      179

178  ) TERMINUS & OGD. AGT., mostly clear c.d.s., Sep 12, 1882 on a cork-canceled 1¢ postal card (UX7) to 
Helena, Mont.; card is a partly-printed form for the Banking House of Sebree, Ferris & White, Dillon, Montana 
Territory, Very Fine and scarce. Towle 890-A-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

179  ) TERMINUS & OGD., AGT., mostly clear c.d.s., Nov 2, 1882, with a quartered cork killer on a 1¢ postal 
card (UX7) to Helena, M.T.; the card is a pre-printed receipt form from a Dillon, Mont. bank; small closed tear 
at the right edge, otherwise Very Fine. Towle 890-A-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300
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180                                                         181

180  ) [Railroad Cover, Idaho], TERMINUS/IDAHO, bold blue double-lined c.d.s. and target duplex, Apr 
20, 1880 on a 1¢ postal card (UX5) to Helena, M.T.; the card is a pre-printed receipt form from B.F. 
White, a Commission/Forwarding Agent at “Terminus U. & N. [Utah & Northern] R’y., Montana” and 
includes his magenta dated handstamp; ink of address very lightly smeared, Very Fine. Towle 890-S-2,  
RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

181  ) TERMINUS/MONTANA, choice strike of a blue double-lined c.d.s. and target duplex, Nov 14, 1880, on 
a pristine 1¢ postal card (UX5) to Helena, M.T.; the card is a pre-printed receipt form from B.F. White, a 
Commission/Forwarding Agent at “Terminus U. & N. [Utah & Northern] R’y., Montana”, Extremely Fine. Towle 
890-S-1, RF VI.   Estimate $100 - 150

    
182                                                           183

182  ) AUBURN & LINCOLN, R.P.O., clear c.d.s., Aug 26, 1889, on an illustrated corner card cover featuring a 
Pacific Express Co. railroad mail car; franked with a lightly canceled 2¢ green (213), violet “Aug 31, 1888” 
docketing handstamp, to Tacoma, Washington Territory, backstamped Tacoma on Aug 30, Very Fine. Towle 
934-G-1, RF III.   Estimate $200 - 300

183  ) LINC. & ALLIANCE, R.P.O., E.D., EAST, mostly clear c.d.s. (Apr) 17, 1889, on an illustrated corner 
card cover franked with a cork-canceled pair of 2¢ ultramarine (212); the marvelous illustration, for 
Bloomer’s Conservatory of Lumber Music, York, Nebr., pictures a Monkey holding a Cat by the tail, as 
the Cat tries to persue a Mouse down a hole on the floor; to Ishpeming, Mich. and backstamped there on 
Apr 19, Very Fine. Towle sim. 946-G-1.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
                                                          184                                                                     185 
184  ) NEB. CITY & BEAT., R.P.O., mostly clear Aug 11, 1884 c.d.s. on cover to London, England; 2¢ brown 

entire (U265) with 1¢ gray blue & 2¢ red brown (206, 210), all cork canceled; Aug 25 London receiver at 
right, redirected to Liverpool (backstamped Aug 26); reduced somewhat at left, 2¢ stamp with rounded corner, 
Fine and rare–unlisted by Towle.   Estimate $200 - 300

185  ) Ogden to Cheyenne, two different, both with printed Wells Fargo franks to Salem, Mass.; 1.) O. To C. U. 
PACIFIC/ R.R., Very Fine May 11 c.d.s. with a fancy “N” killer on a 3¢ brown entire (U60); 2.) O. To C. U. 
P. R. R., mostly complete Apr 4 c.d.s. with target killers and a blue oval “PAID” on a 3¢ pink entire (U58); 
the latter reduced just a tad at the right, Very Fine, both are Ex-Towle and apparently the listing examples. 
Towle 932-D-1 & E-1, RF IV, V.   Estimate $150 - 200
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186                                                                     187

186  ) C.P.R.R. CO./BATTLE MOUNTAIN, nice strike of blue double-oval, Nov 22, 1900, ties a 3¢ green (147) 
on a cover to Shirley Village, Mass.; reduced slightly at the left, F.-V.F.  An exceedingly rare Central Pacific 
Railroad Nevada Station marking. Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $750 - 1,000

187  ) HAZEN & SUSANVILLE, R.P.O., TR 27, Mar 1(?), 1916 duplex ties a 1¢ green (424) on a multicolor picture 
postcard, datelined “Flanigan Nevada”, featuring the Post Office at Ogden, Utah, to Portola, Cal., F.-V.F. Towle 
992.7-A-1, RF III.   Estimate $250 - 350

    
188                                                                          189

188  ) MADELINE & RENO R.P.O., SOUTH, clear “RMS” duplex, Feb 13, 1908, ties a 1¢ green (300) on a 
multicolor Valentine postcard to Reno. Unlisted by Towle.   Estimate $200 - 300

189  ) MADELINE STA. & RENO, R.P.O., NORTH, ”RMS” duplex, Dec 10 1904, ties a 2¢ Shield (319) on a Tailor’s 
corner card cover to Eagleville, Cal. Unlisted by Towle, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
190                                                                           191

190  ) RENO & SUSANVILLE, R.P.O., TR 5, Jun 9, 1924 “RMS” duplex cancels a 2¢ red entire 
(U429) to Sacramento, Cal.; large size envelope reduced at left, otherwise Very Fine and rare.  
Unlisted by Towle.   Estimate $200 - 300

191  ) SO. PAC. CO., MILL CITY, two strikes of a blue double-circle datestamp, Sep 26, 1887, tie a 
2¢ red brown (210) on a cover to Boston, Very Fine.  An unlisted Southern Pacific station.  Towle  
963-S-?   Estimate $150 - 200
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192                                                        193

192  ) SPARKS & TONOPA, R.P.O., TR 13, May 5, 1907 “RMS” duplex cancels a 1¢ postal card (UX18) datelined 
Mina, Nev to Berkely, Cal., Very Fine. Towle 977.2-E-1, RF III.   Estimate $200 - 300

193  ) THERMO & RENO, R.P.O., NORTH, light “RMS” duplex, Nov 22, 1900, ties a 2¢ carmine (267) on a 
Brewery corner card cover to Alturas, Cal. and backstamped there the same day; stamp faulty, otherwise Very 
Fine.  Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog; possibly Thermopolis, Wy.    Estimate $150 - 200

        
                                     194                                                                  195                                                             197 
194  ) NORTHERN RAILROAD, N.H., choice Apr 15 (1867) double-circle datestamp on a clean cover sent postage-

free to Vermont Senator, Justin S. Morrill in Washington D.C., Extremely Fine, Ex-Wyer, Towle. Towle 87-A-1, 
RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

195  ) N.Y. & SQUAN. AGT., duplex c.d.s., Jun 21, 1882 on a 1¢ postal card (UX5) canceled with a New 
York Station “18” duplex of the same date, handstamped straightline “MISSENT”, to Trenton, N.J., Very 
Fine.  The U.S.R.P.O. Catalog’s listing example for this Central Railroad of New Jersey marking.  Towle  
246-F-1, RF III.   Estimate $150 - 200

196  ) WEST JERSEY R. R. Co., Mail Car, clear 24mm double-circle datestamp, Aug 21, 1866, with a 
second strike tying a 3¢ rose (65) on a small cover to Woodstown, N.J.; bottom flap torn - noted only 
for strict accuracy, Very Fine, Ex-Wyer, Towle, and apparently the listing example. Towle 257-A-2,  
RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

 
197

197  ) ALBQ. & PRESCOTT, AGT., mostly clear c.d.s., Jul 11, 1883, and cork killer tie a 3¢ green (207) on a 
cover front only to Duluth, Minn.; “Atlantic & Pacific” Rail Road corner card with “R. Rd.” at the upper right, 
under the stamp (corner of stamp folded under to partly show); edge faults, but an exceedingly rare unrecorded 
Atlantic & Pacific marking. Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $750 - 1,000
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198  199

198  ) B.C. & P. R.R., clear c.d.s., Oct 30 (1874) on a 1¢ postal card (UX3) to Buffalo, N.Y.; faint horizontal crease, 
otherwise Very Fine and scarce.  This is the Buffalo, Corry and Pittsburgh Rail Road Co. Unlisted by the 
U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $200 - 300

199  ) BROOKLYN & L.I. CITY, R.P.O., TR.5, mostly clear Street Car c.d.s., Jun 27, 1898, as a receiving 
backstamp on a 2¢ green entire (U311) canceled with a Chickamauga Natl. Park, Ga. duplex, Jun 25, 1898; 
reduced slightly at the left, F.-V.F. Towle 577-A-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
200  

200  ) THE FAST MAIL, N.Y. & CHIC., R.P.O., WEST, clear “Sep 15, 4 AM” rimless c.d.s. (similar to Towle 
114-J-6, but with direction in place of the year) with quartered cork killer on a 1¢ postal card (UX3) 
to Minneapolis; Clean and Very Fine. message datelined Cleveland, O., Sept 16th, 7:15 p.m. (“1875” 
appears to be in another hand) and reads ”Compliments of the Fast Mail. It has got this far on its 
Maiden trip without killing any body”. A very scarce usage, apparently carried on the First Run of Tthe Fast 
Mail Train, and with an unlisted marking. Towle 114-J var.   Estimate $200 - 300

201  
201  ) HUDSON RIVER, R.P.O., clear c.d.s., Jul 7, on a 1¢ postal card with large watermark (UX1) with 

matching “PEARCE” (Agent name?), to Rondout, N.Y., Very Fine.  Both Remele and The U.S.R.P.O. 
Catalog identify this “PEARCE” marking as “FLARGE”, but in this example it is clearly “Pearce”.  Towle  
114-F-1.   Estimate $150 - 200

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online - and search for what you're looking for.
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202  
202  ) JARRETT & PALMER’S SPECIAL FAST TRANS-CONTINENTAL TRAIN, outstanding c.d.s., Jun 1, 1876, 

duplexed with a barred-ellipse “1” ties a 3¢ green (158) on a neat cover to Chicago, backstamped with a 
blue Jun 2 Chicago Carrier c.d.s.; bit of ink smear in address, still Very Fine. An excellent example of a cover 
off-loaded at the end of the first day’s trip. Towle SP-3, RF IX.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

    
203  204

203  ) Jarrett & Palmer’s Special Fast Trans-Continental Train, 1¢ postal card (UX3) from San Francisco to 
Boston, written on Jun 4, 1876, noting, in part, “The ‘Jarrett & Palmer’ lightning train arrived at S.F. safely at 
about 10 o’clock this morning...everyone here is enthusiastic over it, though few want to try it themselves!”, 
Very Fine.  A marvelous piece of collateral.    Estimate $150 - 200

204  ) N. Y. O. & W. RY./MT. UPTON, N.Y., bold boxed datestamp, Dec 22, 1919, on a Christmas picture postcard 
to Norwich, N.Y., Very Fine.  An unlisted New York, Ontario & Western Railway station agent’s marking. Towle 
Unlisted, 121-S-?   Estimate $150 - 200

205  
205  ) NORTHERN O.R.R. MAIL, N.Y., clear strike of red May 13 c.d.s. with matching “5” on a small, neat cover to 

Medway, Mass.; a choice, Very Fine example of this rare marking. Includes the original letter: a man writing to 
his father regarding the fact that his brother’s drinking problems are ruining the father’s business. Towle 101-
C-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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206  
206  ) PAN-AMERICAN RAILWAY POST OFFICE, BUFFALO, N.Y., light but complete strike of numeral “1” 

duplex, Aug 17, 1901, ties a 1¢ Pan-American (294) on an Official Exposition Souvenir postcard featuring 
the Machinery & Transportation Building; to Philadelphia with receiving postmark the next day; stamp slightly 
damaged at the bottom, F.-V.F. Towle 150-C-2, RF VIII.   Estimate $500 - 750

207  
207  ) R.R., large letters in red on folded cover to Little Falls N.Y., manuscript “6” rate, Feb. 18, 1842; reinforced along 

splits and small hole at right, otherwise Fine. Believed to be the only example, Ex-Dunsmoor, Wyer. Towle 114-
A-1, RF X.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

208  
208  ) RAILROAD. UTICA, red straightline clearly struck on a Mar. 18, 1842 folded letter from Utica to Whitesboro 

N.Y., manuscript “6” rate; file fold, Very Fine.  A very rare early railroad marking, Ex-Dunsmoor, Wyer. Towle 
114-B-3, RF IX.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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209                                                                 210

209  ) RUT, SALEM & TROY, AGT., Very Fine strike of an Aug 15 c.d.s. with a mostly clear “MORRISON/ OK/ 
NORTH” killer on a 2¢ red entire (U236) to Castleton, Vt.; reduced at the right just into the indicia, otherwise 
Very Fine, Ex-Sampson, Towle. Towle 44-e-1(c), RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300

 A.J. Morrison was a route agent and R.P.O. clerk from 1869 until 1893, over the years creating many fancy 
killers, despite the fact that the practice had been contrary to Post Office policy as of December 1881. 

210  ) S.Mt. M.& L.G.R.R., Mt McGREGOR, nice strike of a blue double-circle datestamp, Jul 14, 1890 (date 
slug inverted) on a pretty illustrated advertising cover for the Hotel Balmoral in Mt. McGregor; franked 
with a 2¢ carmine (220) with a neat star-in-circle cancel; reduced somewhat at the right, otherwise Very Fine, 
Ex-Towle, the listing example and illustrated in U.S. Route and Station Agent Markings, page 316. Towle 107-
S-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $250 - 350 

    
211  212

211  ) SAG HARBOR AND/MANORVILLE AGT., choice c.d.s., Jul 24, 1879, with a neat 10-bar grid 
cancelling a 3¢ green (158) on a cover to Water Mills, N.Y.; open at both ends, Very Fine. Towle  
Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200

212  ) THIRD AVE. DIST. CAR, N.Y. CITY, Street Car Distribution c.d.s. on a group of four incoming Foreign picture 
postcards between Feb and Oct 1898, all different Trip numbers; cards are from Austria (2), Hungary and 
Switzerland, F.-V.F. Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
213  214

213  ) TROY & RUTLAND R.R., perfectly struck c.d.s., Jan 28 (1858) ties a 3¢ dull red (26) on pristine folded 
letter to South Windham, Ct., Extremely Fine. Towle 40-A-2, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

214  ) DAVIDSON COLLEGE, A.T. & O.R.R., clear blue c.d.s., Feb 9, 1889, ties a slightly damaged 2¢ green 
(213) on a cover to Charlotte, N.C. and backstamped there the same day; slight opening faults on the reverse, 
F.-V.F., Ex-Towle. Towle 330-S-1, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200
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215                                                                        216

215  ) SALEM BR R.R., mostly clear blue Mar 13 c.d.s. with matching quartered cork cancel barely tying a 3¢ 
Pictorial (114) on an illustrated advertising cover for the MaDoo House hotel, Greensboro; reduced slightly at 
the right with a bit of very light toning, F.-V.F. Towle 325-A-1, RF V.   Estimate $150 - 200

216  ) BRIGHTO(N CAR) CINCINNATI(, O.), TR 6, bold but incomplete “RMS” duplex (killer not struck up), Aug 
18, 1915, ties a 2¢ carmine (463) on a cover to Lockland, O.; large piece on left front of cover neatly repaired 
and stamp damaged, but a rare marking, Ex-Towle. Towle CI-1-a, RF VIII.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
217                                                                            218

217  ) CHI. CIN. AIRLINE R.R., two mostly complete Mar 26 c.d.s.’s tie a 1¢ blue & a 5¢ brown (63, 76) on 
a double-weight legal-size cover to Anderson, Ind.; reduced/folded inward at the left for display, 1¢ stamp 
straight-edged, Very Fine appearance, Ex-Towle. Towle 651-D-1, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

218  ) CIN. WALNUT HILLS & BRIGHTON, R.P.O., TR.1, mostly clear Street Car c.d.s., May 16, 1900, duplexed 
with a “B” killer and used as a transit backstamp on a 2¢ green entire (U311) with an additional 10¢ 
Special Delivery (E5) canceled with May 17 Cincinnati Sta. “E” duplexes; to Philadelphia and backstamped 
there the next day; slightly soiled, F.-V.F.  Very scarce–perhaps unique–used with a Special Delivery.  Towle 
CI-3-a, RF VI.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
219                                                                      220

219  ) CLEVELAND OHIO 1912 JUL 9, TRIP 8, Street Car machine cancel on 2¢ carmine entire (U411) addressed 
locally, Very Fine.  A choice example of this rare provisional Universal Machine cancel for the Cleveland Electric 
Railway Co. without “Cleveland Circuit R.P.O.”.  Towle CL-1-g, RF VIII.   Estimate $300 - 400

220  ) CLEVELAND, OHIO, TRIP 8, Very Fine plain wavy line Universal Machine cancel, Oct 1, 1914, on a 
pristine 1¢ red postal card (UX24) to Joliet, Ind., Extremely Fine.  A rare Cleveland Streetcar marking.  Towle 
CL-1-g, RF VIII.   Estimate $200 - 300
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221                                                              222

221  )  MAD RIV & LAK.ERIE R.R., excellent strike of a blue c.d.s., Jun 4 (1851), with a matching “5” on a folded 
letter datelined Tiffin City [now Tiffin] to Sandusky, O.; insignificant vertical file fold, Very Fine. Towle 565-A-1, 
RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

222  )  NORWOOD CAR, CINCINNATI, O., TR.9, mostly clear Street Car “R.M.S.” duplex, Oct 19, 1911, ties a 1¢ 
green (331) on a multicolor picture postcard featuring the Bellevue Incline Railway, Cincinnati, to Custer, Mich., 
Very Fine. Towle 577-A-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $250 - 350

    
223                                                                         224

223  )  OHIO & TOLEDO R.R. CO., ONEIDA, exceptional strike of fancy blue Shield datestamp, Mar 29, 1875, 
on a 1¢ postal card (UX3) datelined Carrollton, O., to Malvern, O., Very Fine.  A rare, unlisted station marking. 
   Estimate $200 - 300

224  )  OHIO SOUTHERN, AUG 21 1889, BETHESDA., Very Fine blue boxed station agent’s handstamp 
on the reverse of a 1¢ postal card (UX9) from Buckskin, O. to South Salem, O. with partial c.d.s.’s of 
both towns on the front; minor crease, F.-V.F.  A pretty, unlisted station agent’s marking, Ex-Towle. Towle  
Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
225                                                               226

225  )  P.C. & St. L RY.,FOLKS, STATION, clear blue double-lined octagon, May 15, 1885, with pen-canceled 2¢ 
red brown & 10¢ brown (210, 209) on Registered cover to Rochester, N.Y. and backstamped there on May 
18; reduced just a tad at the right, Very Fine, Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle 561-S-2, RF 
VI.   Estimate $150 - 200

226  )  “S M & N R R, June 28”, bold manuscript postmark with a pen-canceled four-margined 3¢ orange 
brown (10A) on an 1852 folded letter from Plymouth to Sandusky, O.; lightly toned central vertical file fold, 
otherwise Very Fine. Towle 567-M-1, RF VI.   Estimate $150 - 200
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227                                                                228

227  )  “S.M & N RR.O. July 25”, penciled postmark with matching manuscript cancel tying a three-margined 
3¢ orange brown (10) with exceptional color on an 1857 folded letter to Sandusky City, O.; vertical file 
fold, stamp with small faults, otherwise F.-V.F.  A scarce marking of the Sandusky, Mansfield & Newark 
Railroad and a first-month usage of the 3¢ orange brown.  Towle 567-M-1, RF VI.   Estimate $200 - 300

228  )  SANDUSKY & NEWARK R.R., bold strike of an Oct 5 c.d.s. ties a four-margined 3¢ claret (11A) on a 
neat cover to Columbus, O.; flap with a green embossed, cameo-style Mansfield & Sandusky City Railroad Co. 
Sup’ts. Office corner card; opening tears in flap affecting corner card, otherwise Very Fine. Towle 567-C-1, RF 
VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
229                                                                       230

229  )  SCIOTO & HOCK VAL. R.R., excellent strike of a Jul 13 c.d.s. (date inverted, apparently as usual), 
tying a 3¢ dull red (11) on a pretty orange cover to Desoto, Nebraska Terr., Very Fine. Towle 572-A-1,  
RF Viii.   Estimate $300 - 400

230  ) OHIO & Pa.,R. R., clear Dec 21 c.d.s. ties a four-margined 3¢ dull red (11A), with bottom and partial left 
sheet margins, on a very clean cover to Davenport, Ia.; slight back tears and faint, insignificant central vertical 
file fold, otherwise Extremely Fine. Towle 560-C-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
231                                                         232 

231  ) BILLINGS & O’KEENE (R.P.O.), NORTH, mostly complete c.d.s., Dec 2, 1902 plus barred-oval cancels 
a 2¢ red (279B) on a Lawton, Okla. Hotel Keegan corner card cover to Muskogee, I.T., “Missent” to Munger 
Okla. with a Dec 3 Munger backstamp along with a final Dec 13 Muskogee “Rec’d” c.d.s.; Dec 12 Munger 
forwarding c.d.s. on the front; includes the original letter on Hotel Keegan letterhead; cover repaired at right 
edge, otherwise Very Fine.  A rare discontinued post office (1899-1903), the railroad marking unlisted by The 
U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $150 - 200

232  ) FT. SMITH & GARNER, TR.2, bold “R.M.S.” duplex, May 5, 1904, cancels a 1¢ postal card (UX18) to 
Lancaster, Mass.; card is a partly-printed American Express parcel notification datelined Waleeta, I.T.; small 
corner bend at lower right, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200
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233  
233  ) MUSKOGEE & LAMER, R.P.O., TR.1, mostly clear “RMS” duplex, Mar 9, 1909, ties a 1¢ green (331) on a 

picture postcard featuring a black-and-white photo of an Abandoned Barracks Building at Fort Gibson, Indian 
Territory, to Washburn, Ill., Very Fine.  Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $150 - 200

234  
234  ) CENTENNIAL R.P.O., PHIL’A. PA., clear rimless c.d.s. with the time indicated: “Aug 23, 1876, 12M”, ties 

a 3¢ green (158) on a cover to Wheeling, W.V.; lightly soiled and stamp damaged in irregular opening at the 
right, otherwise Fine.  An exceedingly rare - possibly unique - version of the Centennial R.P.O. circular date 
stamp.  Towle 237-E-3 var., RF VIII+.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

 To the best of our knowledge, this rare marking has not been previously recorded with a time slug. 

235  
235  ) CENTENNIAL R.P.O., PHIL’A. PA., clear rimless c.d.s., Oct 6, 1876, cancels a 1¢ postal card (UX5) 

to Ithaca, N.Y.; message, ”Written on Fast Mail Train”, tells of visiting the Centennial Exhibition, Very Fine.  
Apparently Towle’s listing example.  Towle 237-E-3, RF VIII.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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236                                                  237

236  ) P. C. & St. L. Ry./HANLIN’S PENN/STATION”, light but mostly clear hexagonal boxed datestamp, Jan 
7, 1875, with a pen-canceled 3¢ green (158) on a small cover to Claysville, Pa.; includes original three-
page letter datelined “Hanlins Sta.”; reduced slightly at the right and somewhat soiled, Fine, Ex-Towle 
Ex-Towle.  A previously unrecorded Hanlin Station, Pa. route agent’s marking on the Pittsburgh Cincinnati & St. 
Louis Railway (561-S-?).  Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200

237  ) PA. CENTRAL, R.P.O., nice strike Nov 12 c.d.s. on a corner card cover franked with a 3¢ ultramarine 
(114) tied by a pretty five-point star killer; fancy shield corner card for a Middletown, Pa. Wood Products Dealer; 
reduced just a tad at the right, Very Fine. Towle 203-L-1/2, RF VII.   Estimate $300 - 400

   
238                                                               239

238  ) PITTS. & CONNELLSVILLE R.R., mostly complete c.d.s. (date not struck up) ties a 3¢ green (147) on 
a somewhat soiled cover to Canfield, O.; includes the original four-page, semi-literate family letter datelined 
“MCeesport” [McKeesport, Pa.], Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 235-A-1, RF VIII.   Estimate $150 - 200

239  ) PITTSBURG ST., R.P.O., PA., TR.8, nice strike of “RMS” duplex, Oct 15, 1900, ties a 2¢ red (279B) on 
a fabulous multicolor illustrated advertising cover for ”Mother Hubbard” Bread featuring a Roaring 
Tiger logo; to Pennsville O. and backstamped there the next day; includes original invoice on matching 
illustrated letterhead (black-and-white); cover reduced slightly at the right, Extremely Fine. Towle PI-2-b,  
RF IV.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
                                                               240                                                                   241 
240  ) S. P. R.R., clear c.d.s. with manuscript “10-3” date on an ornamental envelope franked with a 3¢ green 

(147) canceled by an inverted strike of an old “3” rate stamp; addressed to a Navy doctor aboard the U.S.S. 
Minnesota at Newport, R.I.; reduced just a tad at the bottom with a small piece of the bottom flap missing, 
still Very Fine.  “S.P.” is for the South Penn branch of the Cumberland Valley R.R., Ex-Towle and the listing 
example. Towle 209-G-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

241  ) Two different markings, ”SAN JUAN, P.R./ R.M.S.” duplex, Aug 29, 1929, on a cover to New York City, top flap 
missing; and “SAN JUAN, P.R./ TRANSIT” c.d.s., Dec 9, 1904, transit marking on picture postcard from Ponce 
to Raleigh, N.C., Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200
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242  243 

242  ) “C & D R R  10 Sept”, lightly penciled manuscript marking on an imprinted South Carolina 
Confederate semi-official envelope from “HEADQUARTERS/ CAMP OF INSTRUCTION/ COLUMBIA, 
S.C./ OFFICIAL BUSINESS”; most of top flap missing, otherwise Very Fine.  This semi-official Confederate 
imprint is unlisted in the C.S.A. Catalog, Ex-Towle and apparently the listing example. Towle 341-B-1,  
RF VI+.   Estimate $200 - 300

243  ) CHATT To MEMPHIS, R.P.O., mostly clear blue c.d.s., Apr 28 (1868) with a matching cork-canceled 15¢ 
black (77) on a folded letter (in French) from New Orleans to Havre, France and redirected to Ribeauville; 
includes all appropriate markings including a red “New Paid York/6/Mar 30” exchange office c.d.s. and four 
different French backstamps, Very Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 502-D-1, RF III+.   Estimate $200 - 300

244  
244  ) CHATT. TENN. ELECTRIC CAR, marvelous strike of a numeral “1” duplex, Oct 22, 1903, tying a 1¢ 

green (300) on a picture postcard to Springfield, O. with Oct 23 Springfield receiver at the left; card features 
a multicolor view of the ”Cable Incline Up Lookout Mountain” and message is written from ”the incline 
station before going up.”, F.-V.F.  An exceptional example of this extremely rare Street Car marking.  Towle  
CA-1-a, RF X.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

    
245  

245  ) NASH. & TUSCUMBIA, R.P.O., TR 21, partial “RMS” duplex, May 10 1909, ties a 1¢ green 
(331) on a multicolor picture postcard featuring the Annapolis Md. Capitol Building, to Muskogee, 
Okla.; minor corner bend, still Very Fine.  An unlisted marking of the Nashville, Florence & Sheffield  
Railway.    Estimate $150 - 200

246  ) BROWNS & SMFDYCE, R.P.O., clear Oct 10, 1916 American Postal Machine Flag cancel ties 1¢ green 
(424) on a picture postcard picturing U.S. Army Cavalry troops: “Mounted Scouts” and “The Wagon Train”, Very 
Fine.  The Brownsville-Samfordyce leg of the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico Railway - unlisted type.  Towle 
493-M-?   Estimate $150 - 200
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247                                                    248

247  ) MONETT & PARIS, R.P.O., TR2, mostly clear c.d.s., Mar 3, 1899 with a cork-canceled 2¢ red (279B) on a 
marvelous Paris, Tex. illustrated (front & back) advertising cover for the Winchester Repeating “Take 
Down” Shot Gun; small repair of the lower right corner, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Towle and apparently the 
listing example. Towle 826-B-6, RF II.   Estimate $200 - 300

248  ) FREIGHT OFFICE, U.P.R.R., OGDEN, mostly clear blue c.d.s., May, 5, 1870, on a cover to Ames Station, 
Iowa; franked with a 3¢ ultramarine (114) tied by a manuscript cancel; reduced just a tad at the right, F.-V.F.  
A scarce Union Pacific marking.  Towle 932-S-6, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

    
                                                                           249                                                     250 
249  ) BUTTE & S.LAKE CITY, R.P.O., TR 7, nice c.d.s., Dec 7, 1898, as a forwarding postmark 

with handstamped “MISSENT” on a cover from Colorado Springs, Colo. to Yokohama, 
Japan; franked with a 10¢ Trans-Miss. (290) tied by a Dec 6 Colorado Springs flag 
cancel; backstamped San Francisco on Dec 9; open at both ends, Very Fine. Towle 890-L-1,  
RF III.   Estimate $200 - 300

250  ) (S)ULIVAN & PASSUMSIC, R. R., excellent, nearly complete Apr 5 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ orange red (11A) on a 
clean cover to Plymouth, Vt., Very Fine. Towle 35-F-2, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

     
251                                                                 252

251  ) SUTHERLAND FALLS/R. & B. R. R., Very Fine oval, Jan 26, 1866, with manuscript “free” on a pristine 
cover to Vermont Senator, Justin S. Morrill in Washington D.C., Extremely Fine, Ex-Towle. Towle 41-S-12,  
RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

252  ) “U.S. Postal Car, Exposition Station, Norfolk, Va.”, violet handstamp,”U.S. Postal Car, Exposition Station, 
Norfolk, Va., Sep 6 1907” on the picture side of an Official Exposition postcard franked with a 1¢ Jamestown 
(328) tied by a doubly-struck Sep 6 Exposition Station machine cancel; card pictures the U.S. Government 
Building; to Spottsylvania, Va. with sender’s notation “R.F. & P.R.R.” (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac 
Railroad), Very Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                              253                                                         254                                                       255 
253  ) VIRGINIA CENTRAL, R.R., pristine strike of a Jun 9 c.d.s. ties a 3¢ claret (11A) on a clean brown cover to 

Wytheville, Va., Extremely Fine. Towle 303-B-1, RF VII.   Estimate $200 - 300

254  ) BALT. & ROANOKE, R.P.O., TR 4, Very Fine Jan 31 (1894) c.d.s. ties a cork-canceled 10¢ Columbian 
Special Delivery (E3) on an attractive orange all-over advertising cover for the Ponce de Leon Hotel, Roanoke; 
backstamped with a N.Y. & PITTS. R.P.O. c.d.s. and a Philadelphia receiver, both Feb 1; minor mounting damage 
on the reverse, still Very Fine.  There is no evidence of actual Special Delivery handling., Ex-Towle. Towle 275-K-1,  
RF II.   Estimate $150 - 200

255  ) “NPRR, 1,/24/73”, clear manuscript postmark on a 3¢ green entire (U84) to Roseburg, Oregon 
Territory; with original letter datelined “Termino, W.T.”; small piece of front upper right corner missing, 
F.-V.F.  A third clerk’s handwriting, noticeably different than 895-C1 and C-2.  Towle 895-C-? RF  
VIII+(?).   Estimate $300 - 400

       
256                                                                    257

256  ) C. & P.S. R.R., mostly clear red double-circle datestamp, Mar 21, 1888 (date slug inverted), ties a 5¢ 
brown (205) on a cover to Cardiff, South Wales; backstamped Seattle (Mar 21) and Cardiff (Apr 8); reduced 
somewhat at the top with top flap missing, F.-V.F., Ex-Towle. Towle 899.3-S-1, RF VII.   Estimate $150 - 200

257  ) DUFFIELDS., B. & O. R.R., clear oval, Sep 5, 1860, ties a 3¢ dull red (26) on a small cover to Rochester, 
N.Y.; stamp with small corner tear, otherwise Very Fine.  A rare West Virginia station marking.  Towle 273-G-1, 
RF III.   Estimate $200 - 300

    
258                                                                      259

258  ) MILWAUKEE & BERLIN R(PO), EAST, two light strikes of a blue Feb 11 (1874) c.d.s. on a 1¢ 
postal card (UX3) datelined Waukau, Feb 2, to Jefferson, Wis.; slight soiling, small corner crease and 
spindle hole, neither of which affects markings, Fine and rare.  Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.   
Towle 846-E-?   Estimate $300 - 400

259  ) RACINE & MISS. R. R., choice strike of a Mar 3 c.d.s. on a pristine Darien, Wis. Lumber Dealer’s corner card 
cover to Omaha, Nebr. Towle 835-A-2, RF VIII.   Estimate $300 - 400
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                                         260                                                               261                                                               262 
260  ) LA C. & MANKATO, R.P.O., nice c.d.s., Dec 6, 1888, duplexed with a large “E” killer ties a 2¢ red brown 

(210) on a cover with a Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R’y., “Wells Shops” corner card; to Milwaukee and 
backstamped there the next day, Very Fine. Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $150 - 200

261  ) DOUGLAS & CHEY., R.P.O., SOUTH, clear c.d.s., Sep 5, 1891, on a cover franked with a cork-canceled 
2¢ carmine (220), to Cheyenne, Wyo. and backstamped there the same day; rough opening slightly reducing 
cover at left, otherwise F.-V.F. and very rare. Towle Unlisted.   Estimate $400 - 600

262  ) U.P.SYSTEM, GRANITE CANON, WYO., blue six-line handstamp, Aug 2, 1894, on a 2¢ green entire 
(U311) with a light target cancel, to Springfield, Ill. and backstamped there on Aug 4, Very Fine.  A rare, unlisted 
Union Pacific marking.    Estimate $150 - 200

    
263                                                                 264

263  ) WEND. & CHEYENNE, R.P.O., SOUTH, nice c.d.s., Jun 20, 1889, on a cover franked with a cork-canceled 
pair of 2¢ ultramarine (212), to Greeley, Colo. and backstamped there the next day; small damp stain at the 
upper left, otherwise Very Fine.  Unlisted by the U.S.R.P.O. Catalog.    Estimate $150 - 200

 ”Wend.” is Wendover, the terminus of the short-lived (1886-90) Cheyenne & Northern Railway. In 1890 it was 
absorbed by the Union Pacific, Denver and Gulf Railway. 

264  ) O. TO C. U. PACIFIC R.R., mostly clear Jun 24 c.d.s. with “N” killer cancelling a 3¢ pink entire (U58) with 
a printed Pacific Union Express Co. frank, to Waltham, Mass.; reduced slightly at the right, F.-V.F.  “O. TO 
C.” is Omaha to Cheyenne.  Towle 932-D-1, RF IV.   Estimate $200 - 300 

CanaDa 

265  
265  ) END OF STEEL G.T.R. WEST, B.C., mostly clear split-ring datestamp, Aug 12, 1913, on a cover franked with a 

2¢ Admiral tied by a grid cancel, to Naramata, B.C. and backstamped there on Aug 15, Very Fine.  A rare early 
Western Canada railroad marking.    Estimate $150 - 200
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gRoUpS & ColleCTionS 

266  ) Seattle & Seward R.P.O. Group, 15 cards or covers, 1916-40, nearly all slightly different in some respect, 
including five with name of boat: SS. Alaska, Aleutian (2), Baranof, and Yukon; a Very Fine group, Ex-Wyer 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400

267  ) California R.P.O. Collection, 1874-1946.  About 170 covers or cards from the Clarence D. Brenner 
collection mounted alphabetically, two to a page, on plain 3-ring pages; runs from Alturas & Reno to 
Yosemite N.P. & Merced and is loaded with RF III-V markings, including “SHINGLE SPG’S & SAC.” 
(981-A-1), “TOM. & SAN FRAN. AGT.” (985-C-1) and “WILL. & WOOD’D AGT.” (986-D-1); condition 
is a little mixed, especially on the 1870s & ‘80s material (as usual), but is generally clean and F-VF  
(photo on web site).   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

268  ) Chicago & Northwestern Railway Postal History, 38 covers or cards, 22 of which have R.P.O. markings; 
the others have corner cards, pictures, or are otherwise related to the Railroad; includes Stock Certificates of 
the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway Co. (1922) and the Chicago, Lake Geneva & Pacific 
Railway Co. (unissued as the railroad was never built), with typed write-ups on 3-ring pages; generally clean 
and F-VF (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400

269  ) Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Postal History, 23 covers or cards, 15 of which have R.P.O. 
markings; the others have corner cards, pictures, or are otherwise related to the Railroad; also includes 
an off-cover 6¢ carmine (148) with a good portion of the blue Clerk’s oval datestamp (F.L. PACKARD, DAK)
OTA SOUTHERN R.P.O., JUL 22, 1873” (885-E-1, RF VI) with typed write-ups on 3-ring pages; generally clean 
and F-VF (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350

270  ) Colorado Railroad Covers - The John H. Willard Collection.  About 475 covers or cards with Colorado 
R.P.O. markings from the 1870s to the 1960s; about 60 are from Mr. Willard’s Exhibition collection–three 
3-ring binders of well written-up pages interspersed with photos and picture postcards; the bulk of the rest 
are arranged alphabetically in four 3-ring cover albums; additionally, there is a small mounted collection of 14 
covers which Mr. Willard apparently purchased from another source. All in all, an excellent lot–no rarities but a 
few Towle RF IV-V and some nice illustrated advertising covers. (photo on web site).   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

271  ) Small Collection of Chicago Railroad Covers, 12 covers–nine with Railroad cancels, the other three with 
corner cards–mounted on “81/2 x11” pages with typed write-ups; eight listed in Towle, including a “CHI. & 
PAD. R.R.” (Towle 721-A-1, RF V, cover reduced) and an unlisted “CHI. & CREST AGT.” (blurry double strike); 
generally F-VF (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200

272  ) Michigan R.P.O. collection.  About 135 covers mounted and written up on custom-made 3-ring pages in 
a large binder; includes three separate collections: “The Era of the Railway Post Office in Michigan, 1872-
1971”, “The ‘Big-Eight’ R.P.O.s in Michigan”, and “The ‘Dinky’ R.P.O.s in Michigan”; nothing too scarce and the 
mounting is a bit haphazard without much descriptive information, but there is a nice variety, which is generally 
clean and F-VF (photo on web site).   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

273  ) Selection of About 100 Railroad Covers, excellent variety from the late 19th century through the mid-20th on 
covers, postal cards and picture postcards, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350

274  ) Selection of About 100 Railroad Covers, excellent variety from the late 19th century through the mid-20th on 
covers, postal cards and picture postcards, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350

275  ) Selection of About 100 Railroad Covers, excellent variety from the late 19th century through the mid-20th on 
covers, postal cards and picture postcards, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350

276  ) Midwestern States Railroad Covers with Illustrated Advertising, group of 13, 1883-1944: Illinois, Indiana 
(2), Missouri, Michigan (2, one a World War II Patriotic), Minnesota (2), and Ohio (5); few minor flaws, generally 
F-VF, Ex-Wyer (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300
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277  ) Small Collection of New York Railroad Covers, 22 covers mounted on 3-ring pages, most with typed or 
handwritten write-ups; nice variety of Railroads, all listed in Towle, most with Rarity Factors of II or III, a couple 
IVs of lesser quality; generally F-VF (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400

278  ) Northeastern States Railroad Covers with Illustrated Advertising, group of 16, 1870s-1945: Connecticut, 
Maine (2, one a World War II patriotic), Maryland (3), Massachusetts (4), Pennsylvania (4), Vermont, and 
Washington D.C.; few minor flaws, generally F-VF, Ex-Wyer (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300

279  ) Plains States Railroad Covers with Illustrated Advertising, group of nine, 1916-45: Colorado 
(3), Nebraska, Oklahoma, South Dakota and Texas (3); few minor flaws, generally F-VF, Ex-Wyer 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300

280  ) Southern States Railroad Covers with Illustrated Advertising, group of 14, 1870s-1941: Arkansas, Georgia 
(2), Mississippi. North Carolina (3), South Carolina (3), Virginia (3), West Virginia; few minor flaws, generally 
F-VF, Ex-Wyer (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300

281  ) Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection, East of the Mississippi. About 280 covers or cards in 
various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes, all identified and in order by Towle number; virtually all are Rarity 
Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs, having retail values 
of $25 to $75 or $100, a good number being the cover upon which the catalog listing is based. (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

282  ) Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection, West of the Mississippi. About 200 covers 
or cards in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes, all identified and in order by Towle number; 
virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs 
or VIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100, a good number being the cover upon which the 
catalog listing is based; includes 40 Californias and lots of Territorials (no Colorado); a marvelous lot  
(photo on web site).   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

283  ) Unlisted Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection, About 200 covers or cards from the 1870s to 
the 1920s in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes, all of which have identifiable R.P.O., Route 
Agent or Station Agent markings, but none of which could be matched completely to a Towle listing; 
theoretical retail values are $25 to $50-and-up. A marvelous group, sure to bring plenty of interest.  
(photo on web site).   Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

284  ) Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection, About 165 covers or cards from the 1860s to the 1930s, 
all in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes, and all identified and in order by Towle number; virtually 
all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs, having 
retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; also includes a few illustrated advertising covers and a Spanish-American 
War patriotic. An excellent lot. (photo on web site).   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

285  ) Small Collection of Railroad Covers, 36 cards or covers mounted one per page and identified by Railroad 
with maps and schedules; all with Towle numbers and mostly RF II or III (22 III); generally clean and F-VF 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $350 - 500

286  ) Small Collection of Railroad Covers, 14 covers, all franked with 2¢ Columbians or on 2¢ Columbian 
entires, mounted one per page and identified by Towle number, with maps and schedules; mostly RF II-III, but 
including “SPOK:FALLS & PEND” on a legal size entire (896.5-G-1, RF IV); mostly clean and F-VF (photo on 
web site).   Estimate $200 - 300

287  ) Railroad Covers from the Charles L. Towle Reference Collection, About 1,700 covers or cards from the 
1860s to the 1940s with probably at least half of them being from the Bank Note period of the 1870s and ‘80s; 
all are stored individually in various sleeves and fill 51/2> long cover boxes; nearly all are identified by Towle 
number and have the original Towle descriptive card, with a good number of them being the cover upon which 
the catalog listing is based; the vast majority are Rarity Factor III, with a few better Is & IIs and a handful of VIs. 
A truly fabulous lot. (photo on web site).   Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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288  ) Balance of Railroad Covers from the Charles L. Towle Reference Collection, Over 3,000 covers and cards 
from the Bank Note period until the 1960s sorted alphabetically by marking in four long cover boxes; these are 
the “bulk” covers, most not in sleeves or glassines, likely because they are just about all common RF Is or IIs. 
Still should prove to be a very interesting and useful lot. (photo on web site).   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

289  ) Better Railroad Covers from the Charles L. Towle Reference Collection, The Northeastern U.S. Over 
200 covers, each in a plastic sleeve, identified and in order by Towle number; virtually all are Rarity Factor 
IV or V, with a few better IIIs and a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs; in other words, with retail 
values of $25 to $75 or $100. The vast majority still have the original Towle descriptive card and are just as 
he collected them, condition-wise, with many of them being the cover upon which the catalog listing is based. 
Represented are the New England states, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland. 
(photo on website).   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

290  ) Better Railroad Covers from the Charles L. Towle Reference Collection, The Southeastern & Southern 
U.S. About 200 covers, each in a plastic sleeve, identified and in order by Towle number; virtually all are Rarity 
Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs (in other words, 
with retail values of $25 to $75 or $100). The vast majority still have the original Towle descriptive card and 
are just as he collected them, condition-wise, with many of them being the cover upon which the catalog 
listing is based. States represented are Virginia, North & South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas (photo on web site).   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

291  ) Better Railroad Covers from the Charles L. Towle Reference Collection, The Midwest & Western U.S. 
About 190 covers, each in a plastic sleeve, identified and in order by Towle number; virtually all are Rarity Factor 
IV or V, with a few better IIIs and a handful of lesser-quality VIs or VIIs; in other words, with retail values of $25 
to $75 or $100. The vast majority still have the original Towle descriptive card and are just as he collected them, 
condition-wise, with many of them being the cover upon which the catalog listing is based. States represented 
are mostly east of the Mississippi: Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Missouri, plus Minnesota 
and Kansas, with only a small number of Western States, though there are more than 20 Alaska Steamers in 
the RF II-IV range. (photo on web site).   Estimate $3,000 - 5,000

292  ) Odds & Ends from the Charles L. Towle Reference Collection.  About 150 covers including (numbers 
approximate) “Damaged” markings (9), Foreign Railroad covers (30), Illustrated Advertising covers (75, about 
50 of which feature Railroad Maps), and about 40 with markings that we weren’t able to locate in Towle. A most 
interesting lot. (photo on web site).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

293  ) Railroad Corner Cards from the Charles L. Towle Reference Collection, More than 500 cover in sleeves or 
glassines, many still have the Towle descriptive cards with them; comprises covers from the 1850s (45), 1860s 
(65), Bank Note Period (approximately 200), 1890s (approximately 100), and 20th century (approximately 
100); a good number of the 1850-60 corner cards are fancy cameo-style and there are some later ones with 
small illustrations or logos and such, but most are plain or framed and very few have Railroad postal markings; 
still a fabulous lot for the Railroad historian with hundreds of different railroads represented. (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

294  ) Streetcar R.P.O. Covers - The John H. Willard Collection.  About 280 covers or cards from the 1870s 
to the 1960s; more than 90 are from Mr. Willard’s Exhibition collection–three 3-ring binders of well written-
up pages interspersed with photos and picture postcards; the rest are arranged alphabetically in four 3-ring 
cover albums, two of them “intra-urban”, the other two “Interurban”; additionally, there a few mounted 
covers from a collection that Mr. Willard apparently purchased from another source. All in all, an excellent 
lot, with about 40 Towle RF IV, 13 RF V, and five RF VI, plus several with nice advertising illustrations.  
(photo on web site).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

295  ) Balance of Railroad Covers from the William Wyer Collection.  Huge hoard of over 2,000 cards and covers, 
1869-1950s, mostly rough-sorted alphabetically, in five 8”x10” boxes. Included are markings from all regions 
of the country–we even noticed a few Canal Zone and Puerto Rico! Most are RF I-II markings but there are 
some better scattered throughout, including many with railroad corner cards. This is a true treasure trove that 
will provide many hours of fun for the lucky buyer. (photo on web site).   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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                                          296                                                     297                                                         298  
296  ) Bicycle Mail Route, 1894, 25¢ green, (12L2), a mint single affixed to a printed promotional letter dated Aug 

6, 1894 on Arthur C. Banta’s ”Victory Cyclery” illustrated letterhead; sent “with compliments” to the Monroe 
Stamp Co. in Rochester, N.Y. The bottom half of the letter reprints three short newspaper articles written 
about Banta’s stamp and his Bicycle Mail Service, which had been discontinued a month earlier with the 
settlement of the American Railway Union’s strike. Includes the original mailing envelope with a matching 
illustrated corner card, a scarce “SAN FRAN MENDOTA & L.A. R.P.O.” c.d.s. and Banta’s violet ”Victory Bicycle 
Messenger Service” pictorial handstamp on the back. Cover somewhat soiled, but a fabulous piece of Bicycle  
Mail collateral.   Estimate $250 - 350

297  ) Columbus, O. Commissioner of Railroads & Telegraphs, a marvelous all-over illustrated cover  
featuring a Train steaming across a railroad bridge, franked with a pair of 3¢ green (158) tied 
by targets and a light Columbus O. c.d.s., to Oberlin, O.; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine and quite  
spectacular.   Estimate $250 - 350

298  ) Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, an extraordinary all-over illustrated cover with an M.K. & T. 
Passenger Dept. corner card, featuring a Train at a station and a sign reading “Through the Beautiful 
Indian Territory”, franked with a 3¢ green (158) with a light cork cancel and a partial Jul 29 Richmond 
(Texas?) c.d.s., to Rose, N.Y.; reduced slightly at right, minor edge flaws, still Very Fine and absolutely  
gorgeous.   Estimate $250 - 350

            
299                                                        300                                                   301

299  ) National Exposition of Railway Appliances, 1883, attractive illustrated advertising cover for the Rote 
Automatic Brake Company of Mansfield, O., promoting their award-winning Independent Car Brake, 
franked with a 1¢ gray blue (206) precanceled and tied by a small dab of red ink, to Northington, Pa.; 
includes a four-page promotional circular reprinting an independent report produced for the Ohio Commissioner 
of Railroads on the efficacy of their brake; minor splitting of report, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

300  ) Phil. Wilm. & Balt. R. R. Co., marvelous, small illustrated corner card on a cover franked 
with a three-margined 3¢ dull red (11A) tied by a Dec 18 Philadelphia c.d.s.; to Bangor, Me.,  
Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

301  ) Phil. Wilm. & Balt. R. R. Co., pretty illustrated corner card on a pristine cover franked with a 
straight-edged 3¢ rose (65) tied by a Circleville, O. target duplex, Aug 5, 1865; to Ringsten, O., Extremely  
Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200
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302                                       303                                        304

302  ) Railroad Freight Car, attractive illustrated corner card for Kroger Redway & Co. Coal & Coke, Cincinnati, 
O. on a 2¢ green entire (U311) canceled by a Cincinnati “2” machine cancel, Dec 19, 1894, locally addressed, 
Very Fine, Very Fine.   Estimate $100 - 150

303  ) Railroad Passenger Car, large illustrated corner card for the Master Car Builders’ Association, 
New York City; on a cover franked with a 1¢ ultramarine (145) tied by a New York “CR” double oval; to 
Saratoga, N.Y.; very light mounting stain at each end, mentioned only for strict accuracy; still a great cover,  
Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300

304  ) Railroad Tank Car, marvelous illustrated corner card for Gunnison’s West Va. Oil Express and Buckeye 
Oil Works, Cincinnati, O., franked with a 3¢ green (184) tied by a bold blue Cincinnati Station “4” duplex, to 
Orrville, O., Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

             
                                                                                          305                                                          306 
305   [Advertising Cover], [Stagecoach] Six-Horse Stagecoach engraved printing plate, Copper 

printing plate mounted on a woodblock with a lovely stagecoach scene, possibly used for a 
newspaper or letterhead illustration; includes two sample prints, Very Fine, Ex H. Parker Johnson, J 
arrett.   Estimate $500 - 750

306  ) [Advertising Cover], [Stagecoach] Boyd’s Dispatch, 1882, black on pink, (20L56), tied 
by magenta Boyd’s PAID oval datestamp, Apr 6, 1883 on an illustrated ad cover featuring a 
marvelous four-horse Stagecoach for Jas. Orin Noakes, Coach Maker; reduced just a tad at left,  
Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300

        
307                                      308

307  ) Bloomingdales’ Department Store, a spectacular multicolor illustrated advertising cover featuring 
multiple Santa Clauses boarding a Streetcar for “Bloomies”, the Conductor telling one of them, “Yes, 
all cars transfer to Bloomingdale’s Department Store”, franked with a 2¢ Shield (319) tied by a New York, 
Bedford Park duplex, Dec 8, 1904; locally addressed, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300

308  ) Horse-Drawn Carriage, all-over illustrated advertising cover for Fisk, Clark & Flagg’s Kid, Driving & 
Walking Gloves, franked with a 3¢ green (184) tied by a New York “13” duplex, Apr 5, 1880; to Alexandria 
Va. and backstamped there the next day, Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200

309  ) Group of Railroad Corner Cards & Letterheads, eight letterheads or freight receipts, 1884-
99, all with their original covers, five of which have matching corner cards (none illustrated); 
comprises (*=matching corner card) Great Northern Railway (2)*, Oregon & California Railroad*, 
Oregon Railway & Navigation Co. (2, one with corner card), Southern Pacific Co. (2, one with 
corner card), Union Racific Railway Co.*; most with regular town cancels, generally F-VF  
(photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 
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 ��  Mint Never Hinged * Cover NYFM  New York Foreign Mail
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R Reprint E Essay MS Manuscript
P Proof � Piece 
o.g. Original gum Block 

Bidding Increments: 
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule: 

Up to $200 to $500; increase by $25  Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25  Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50  Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100 Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250 Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer. 
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Grading and Condition
Superb  E
Extremely Fine Outstanding and exceptional quality
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF) Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better 

centered than Fine.
Fine Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of 

im
Very Good (VG)  Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance. 

Covers & Cancels

covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return. 

Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2019 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the 

Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason.  Every attempt has been 
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website.  Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults.  We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.  
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return 
privileges. 

Bid Live at either
www.StampAuctionNetwork.com

www.PhilaSearch.com
Or call us for phone bidding at

203-830-2500



CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the 
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding 
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves 
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or 
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging 
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. 
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of 
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid 
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (in-
cluding a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a 
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful 
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use 
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or ven-
dors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, how-
ever received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those 
of the auctioneer. 
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve 
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be consid-
ered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on 
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed 
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale), 
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher  shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall 
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelle-
her will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) busi-
ness days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate 
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a send-
ing at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as 
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same 
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge 
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Com-
plying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auc-
tion at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discre-
tion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, 
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, 
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, wheth-
er payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ 
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a sub-
sequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale 
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its 
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the de-
faulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of 
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of 
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer. 
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within 
15 days of sale date. 

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on 
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher 
discretion.  Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange 
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Pur-
chaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of 
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period 
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance 
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference 
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot 
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be 
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Pur-
chaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the 
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described 
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually 
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four 
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Con-
ditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.  Lots 
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional 
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Phila-
telic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) 
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated 
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited 
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate. 
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall 
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all cus-
toms duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the 
auction, whenever the same may arise. 
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof. 
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules 
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the 
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the 
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial 
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out 
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial dis-
trict of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, 
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment.  Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com 
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The 
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding.  To bid, you must be
registered and be approved  by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please con-
tact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the 
Kelleher link.
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